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Pan Am gets you to New York earlier in the day

There by 4:10 P.M. the same day you leave Japan
Whether you’re flying out of Osaka or Tokyo, Pan Am’s 

daily 707 to New York gets you there at the most convenient 
time of day. Early enough to catch your connection some 
place else. Or, if your destination is New York, early enough 
to miss the rush hour so that you’re in your hotel with 
enough of the day left to use profitably. When time means 
money, that’s how Pan Am helps you save it.

Coming back is just as convenient
Businessmen call Pan Am’s Great Circle route the “Tokyo 

Timesaver”. It takes off at 11:00a.m. and gets you here in 
time for dinner. This flight also has an immediate 747 con
nection if you’re going on to Hong Kong. And, from Hong 
Kong, Pan Am also 
famous Flight ¢1 “Round-the-world” 747. Heading East or 
West, Pan Am’s best!

Bangkok and Delhi, on ourserves

_ Pan Am ,
World’s
ra: 582 0111.K:

most experienced airline
Tokyo: 216-6711. Keio Plaia Hotel： 34^10111-Ext 6733. Hotel Oku Kxt.163. Yokohama: 681-3321. Nagoya: 571-5488, Kyoto: 241-2727. Osaka: 271-5951. Fukuoka: 43-1111. Okinawa: 077-3411.
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WLP Life Center Chain

名SHEBUYA LIFE CENTER NAGOYA LIFE CENTER
3-18-3 Shibuya, Shibuya Ku 
Tokyo150 (400-0231)

3-17-24 Nishlki Naka Ku 
Nagoya Shi 460 
(052-961-4846)

IKEBUKURO LIFE CENTER
卜空,OSAKA LIFE CENTER1-12-2, Higashi Ikebukuro 

Toshima Ku, Tokyo170 
(983-5521)

Osaka Eki Mae Dai 1 Bldg. 
4-20 Sonezaki Ue, Kita Ku 
Osaka Shi 530 (06-344-3948)

SHINANOMACHI STORE
NIIGATA LIFE CENTER6 Snmanomachi, Shinjuku Ku 

Tokyo160 (353-9345) 258-36 Sanban Cho 
Nishiborl Dori, Niigata Shi 
(0252-28-0696)IBARAGI LIFE CENTER 951

Nakamise, Gion Cho 
Tsuchiura Shi, Ibaragi Ken 
(0298-21-2279)

NAHA LIFE CENTER
WORD of LiFG PRESS

6 Shinanomachi 
Shinjuku Ku, Tokyo160

300 183 Matsu Cho, Naha Shi 
Okinawa 900 (55-6474

—about the Japanese for the Japanese —Movies
28 16 mm Colormin.

* Shining Like The Stars — the story of 
God's saving grace in the life of the 
Toyoda family. —available in Japanese & English —

* Take-Off For Glory — the testimony of 
Haruo Takayama, a criminal, who 
found and proved Christ.

and

(Suitable for deputation purposes)

* Captain of The Floating Church — the 
testimony of a fisherman, who 
became a fisher of men.

For preview and further information contact—

JAPAN MISSION FILM SECTION
6-1, Habikino1 chome 

Habikino Shi, Osaka 583 
Tel. 0729-54-1781

Rental cost per showing — ¥ 1,200
(Subject to change)

Purchase cost in Japanese— V 60,000



McDonald’s has come 

to Japan

So why not come 

to McDonald’s. Remember your favorite McDonald’s 
back home?100% beef hamburgers. 
Crisp, golden French Fries. Thick, rich 
McDonald’s Shakes. Well no reason to 
get homesick now because McDonald's 
is in Japan bringing you the 
quality products that you’ve always 
enjoyed. Getting hungry? Head for 
McDonald’s…it’s your kind of place.

same

くKANAGAWA〉
Yokohama (Yokohama Matsuya Dept. Store) 
Kawasaki (Kawasaki Komiya Dept. Store) 
<CHIBA>
Chiba (Ohgiya Dept. Store)
Funabashi (Jujiya Dept. Store)
<KYOTO>
Shijo (Fujii Daimaru Dept. Store) 
Shinkyogoku (Shinkyogoku-dori, 72 Bldg.) 
<OSAKA>
Abeno (Abeno Kintetsu Dept. Store)
Umeda (Hanshin Dept. Store)
Hirakata (Hirakata Mitsukoshi Dept. Store)

くTOKYO〉
Ginza (Ginza Mitsukoshi Dept. Store)
Yoyogi (opposite Yoyogi station)
Ohi (Hotel Hankyu)
Shinjuku (Niko Dept. Store)
Shinjuku (Shinjuku Mitsukoshi Dept. Store) 
Ochanomizu (opposite Ochanomizu station)
Tokyo station (Yaesu basement)
Shimokitazawa (opposite Shimokitazawa station) 
Tachikawa (Tachikawa Isetan Dept. Store) 
Surugadai (Ochanomizu Student Christian Center)McDonaicrs
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Devotional

by Ayako Miura

ON GOING TO CHURCH2

It is true that there are many people in this world who live 
without faith. The number of believers is very small. One reason 
for this may be that those without faith have never been told 
about it, have never been invited to church. There are people, of 
course, who will not commit themselves to a life of faith even 
though they have heard about it, been invited to church, and gained 
some understanding of Christianity. They are like people who, with 
stomachs stuffed so full the skin has drawn tight, cannot put an
other bit in their mouths no matter what delicacies are laid before 
them. They do not need to be told, “This is delicious.” They 
know how tasty it is but are so gorged that they cannot lift even 
a morsel to their lips. They have forgotten what it feels like to 
be hungry. But, if they feel no hunger, are they not well enough 
off as they are? I believe not. Gelatin or even water will satisfy 

for a while, but their nutritious value is too low to sustain 
life. Something like this is true of the life of the spirit as well. 
When I was still in high school,a friend invited me to go with her 
to a Christian church. At that time, I felt no sense of spiritual 
hunger whatever. On the contrary, in my pride I felt entirely 
satisfied and went to church with no intention at all of listening 
for the word of God. . . . Yet eleven years later, I, who had 
been so suspicious of Christianity, found myself turning to Christ. 
After three more years of seeking, I became a Christian, and now 
here I am writing novels based on Christian ideas and even an 
introduction to Christian faith. Human beings are certainly 
unpredictable creatures.

For my own part, when I started going to church, I had 
faith at all in human beings and to the present day have found 
nothing people do can stand in the way of my going to church. 
Even the finest of human beings is only a human being. One 
cannot save another. The only one with power to save is God. 
What it comes down to is this. To place one’s hope in no one 
but God, no one but Christ, is the abc and xyz of church life.
Selected quotes from an article by Ayako Miura on the “Church of Christ” in 
the 1972 Fall issue of f/ie Japan Christian Quarterly. Printed with permis
sion of the Quarterly, the Kyo Bun Kwan Publishers and David Reid who 
translated the original article into English,

one

no

man



Editorial

by Vern Strom

ON BEING AN EVANGELICAL

3What are the distinguishing marks of an Evangelical? I submit to you 
the following three for your consideration.

The first has to do with his belief. A personal God has communicated 
propositional truth to man in language that he can understand. The Word 
is truth and its precepts 
is not unimportant, and is to be diligently pursued for full understanding. 
“Study to shew thyself approved unto God.” Even in a day of relativism 
the Bible speaks in absolutes and the maintenance of doctrinal purity is 
imperative. Without a knowledge of the Christ of the Bible salvation is 
not possible. “How shall they believe in Him of whom they have not 
heard?” Francis Schaeffer has pointed out the need for a message with 
content lest people are asked to take an existential leap in the dark. An 
Evangelical believes truth has been revealed and he believes this truth.

The second touches on his experience. As a result of his belief 
thing has happened; a personal encounter with the historical Christ. This is 
a dynamic, life changing experience. While it begins in a crisis experience 
so great that it is like being born again, this isn’t the end. Christ’s revela
tion of Himself continues and the experience touches every part of his 
being. This is what is happening around the world 
what an exciting thing it is to be a Christian. An Evangelical has experi
enced the reality of Jesus Christ.

The third marks the EvangelicaVs activity. He believes truth, experiences 
the dynamic Christian life and witnesses to this fact. Peter and John’s 
reply to the authorities who commanded them to speak no more in the 
name of Jesus was, ‘‘We cannot but speak the things that we have 
and heard.” Jesus’ last promise was that He would empower His followers 
to be witnesses, witnesses of Christ and what meeting with Him had done 
for them. This evangelistic fervour is one of the marks of the Evangelical.

growing host of people who have encountered the 
revealed Christ, and accept in total the truth revealed in the Word. God 
is meeting these people in a daily dynamic experience. With evangelistic 
zeal they are making it the world’s poorest kept secret.

binding on every part of his life. Doctrineare

some-

people discoveras

seen

Today we see a
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Semim

by Maas VanderBilt
thetee’s request to get the i 

floor. Ample time had been provid
ed in the schedule for feedback op- 

well as interaction

issues on
The 1972 Fall JEM A-sponsored 

seminar on “How to Build a Church 
Without Money” was held on October 
16-18 at Amagi Sanso in Izu Penin
sula. The Seminar attracted over

portunities 
among the delegates in formal and in
formal settings. That the delegates 

with intentions of finding some 
answers was evident by the fervent 
prayer session held on Tuesday after
noon. While not minimizing the 
of effective methods and modern

as

cameforty delegates and observers who 
came from all parts of Japan and rep
resented almost every major mission 
in Japan as well as many smaller fel
lowships. The seminar was a follow
up of the strategic 1971 Nagoya semi- 

which probed into present Mis
sion-Church relationships. The Na
goya seminar re-affirmed the necessi
ty and defined the place of a foreign 
mission in Japan

To us has been committed the 
management of a multi-million- 
dollar enterprise. In the next 
three years, we have got to solve 
a problem. That problem is: the 
church is not 
going to get it in the neck—our 
necks are on the block right now. 
Your support is threatened if we 
do not produce—churches, fig
ures, statistics-that which indi
cates we know our management 
job here. We must produce to 
prove that we are utilizing the 
sources that we have. If we fail- 
then we have had it. We face 
a crisis!

ncea

techniques, the seminar was carried 
on in an atmosphere of complete 
liance on the power of God. Com
mittee chairman VanderBilt alerted 
the delegates in the initial orienta
tion session that while God is pleased 
to use us in the work of evangelism 
and church planting, it is after all 
Jesus Himself who said that “I will 
build my church.” {Matthew 16:18) 

Morris Wright, bubbling over with 
facts and enthusiasm, set the stage 
he pictured the mission in Japan in 
the 70’s. Speaking from a perspec
tive of first-hand information in 
church planting, Wright left no doubt 
in the minds of the delegates 
the role of the mission in the immedi-

re-nar growing. We are

though there 
emerging church here. The 

Amagi seminar 
cal assignment of finding out how to 
do the job for which 
The booming economy of Japan with 
its rising prices as well as the shrink
ing value of the dollar (recently de
valuated by 16%) added 
mension to the catchy seminar theme. 
THE PROGRAM

even
is an

given the practi-was

here.wc arc

asre-

di-a new

The planning committee, composed 
of Ed Kern, David Rupp, Lavern Sni
der, Morris Wright and Maas Vander
Bilt had prepared a schedule which 
featured four keynote speakers who 
responded beautifully to the commit-

as to

ate present as well as the future. Rol- 
lie Reasoner moved into the scene set 
by Wright by focusing in sharply 
concrete mission

on
goals and methods



audience with insights that even some 
twenty-year veterans said they had 
never heard before. His 
speaking was such that he established 

immediate rapport with the audi
ence. He gave the audience a good, 
deep look into the Japanese mind in 
language and concepts familiar to 
them.

Dr. Aikawa, until recently Presi
dent of Kanto Gakuin Seminary, 
focused his remarks on three crucial 
areas: group consciousness, vertical 

い human relationships and relativism. 
He shared, at times with frankness 

usually associated with Japanese 
leaders, his knowledge as well as his 
insights as they related to the seminar 
theme. A lengthy animated discus
sion followed the lecture and the

of obtaining them. Reasoner’s long 
experience of working close to Japa
nese pastors and laymen lent credence 
to the advice and warnings he shared 
with the audience.

Monday night featured a symposi- 
ably set up and directed by La- 

Snider with

CHURCH GROWTH 
Church growth comes through ef

fective evangelism, roo many in the 
church today say that everything 
do is evangelism. Perhaps they 
thinking of St. Francis of Assisi about 
whom a story is told that one day he 
took

ofmanner
we

anare

um
missionaries Earl with him forvern

Taylor, Art Shelton, Akira Uchida, 
Albert Rechkemmer, and Walter 
Brownlee provided 
ground of experience, varying 
logical traditions and different 
clesiastical perspectives. Utilizing the 
material presented by Wright and 
Reasoner, the panel discussed the cul
tural and social milieu in which 
churches are to be planted. Both 
those factors which assist and those

mana young
preaching in the market place. They ( 
wandered round in the market, and 

1 Francis greeted kindly this 
1 that, patted the children, smiled at 
i some housewives, and was generally 
i sweet. Then the two of them return- 
i ed to the monastery. The young man 
asked Francis when he was going to 
preach? Francis replied, 4‘I have 
'been doing it all the time in the 
1 ket place.”
' The point of the story was that St.
i Francis got out of his monastery __
,reached those in the market place. He 
reached those outside the fold. Our 
trouble is that in much of our think- 

1 ing and planning, in our worship and 
'witness, we hardly think of the out- 
i side—the non-Christian.

broad back-a one or
theo-

ec-

5not

mar-

which hinder effective church plant
ing were given a hearing.

The seminar went

re-
an(j sounding applause given Dr. Aikawa 

reflected well the feeling of apprecia
tion.

Japanese” 
Tuesday morning. The Nagoya semi- 

had taken note of the strategic 
role that “feudalistic patterns” play in 
church-mission relations. Very well 

that these same patterns, if 
ignored, bring problems in human 
lations, the committee had come up 
with a

Even though the 
was “How to Build a Church With
out Money,11 somehow the message 
did not get to Vic Springer. He 
frankly stated that a church cannot 
be built without money. He then pro
ceeded to brief the delegates 
merous ways of effectively handling 
available funds. It was readily ap
parent that a keen business sense is a 
tremendous asset in church planting.

Continued

themeseminarnar

aware
re-

From March, 1972, Indonesian Church 
'Seminar Report CHANDU RAY on nu-,Dr. Takaaki Ai- 

Dr. Aikawa, a recognized ' 
scholar on the Japanese society 
well

resource man
kawa.

as
being completely at home in 

the English language, provided the
as



matter con-Perhaps the greatest 
fronting missions today is this: seven- 

of missionaries in their

uncle took me oul for aConvinced that many seminars are 
over-structured and excel in one-way 
communication patterns, the commit- 

set aside Tuesday afternoon for 
free interaction. Some chose to do

covey, my 
practical lesson. He said, “Don’t just 
fire at the covey—aim at one bird.” 
Sure enough, when I started to aim 
at and shoot at one bird, I started to

ty percent 
second or third term move from di- 

indirect work. Boards and
tee

rect to 
missions put experienced men in man
agement, but these 
enced in evangelism, not manage- 

Hovvever, most missionaries

At this semi-bring home the game, 
nar we don’t want to shoot blindly, 
but to have an aim and know what

this as they visited the nearby water
falls or the “dancing wild boar” farm. 
A few, it was reported, felt that in
teraction with

experi-men are

mattress and pillow 
was hard to beat. In the lounge, 
however, there were some who en
gaged in vigorous discussion on the 
provocative matters unleashed in the

we are talking about.
There have been many changes on 

the Japanese missionary 
the last twenty-five years. The im
mediate post-war period was a time 
of big need, big operations, large 
scale evangelism, enthusiasm, trial and 
error, loose organization and little 
concern about the mechanics of mis
sions. While a few became involved

merit.
like it, because they like to control 
something (that’s why 
aries have a dog!) But management 
is not control! A missionary’s greatest 
resources is not in the way he can 
handle home funds, but is in his abili
ty to help people. The talents of 
veteran missionaries must be analyzed

a

most mission-scene over

sessions.previous
A very profitable sharing session 

was held on Tuesday night. Delegates 
had come prepared to tell about their 
experiences with church-building. A

6

and put to proper use.

1龜I」
in the politics of existing churches, 
most missionaries were all “gung ho”

Concrete Mission Goals—Rollin Rea-good number, of missionaries describ
ed in detail successful methods and 
effective results. Winding up the 
evening session, discussion leader 
Clem Walbert led the seminar through 
some brain-picking 
some problem areas into focus. These 
were ferreted out, tested by audience 
reaction and then assigned for discus
sion in small groups on Wednesday 
morning.

The delegates were divided into 
four “action-groups” with assigned 
topics. They 
ment, development of existing groups, 
developing the presentation, and de
veloping personnel 
group tackled their assigned subject 
enthusiastically and brought their con
clusions to the full group later for 
hearing and final reaction. The find
ings of these groups are summarized 
at the end of this article.

To gauge the import of the semi
nar on each person, the last hour was 
spent by having each delegate define 
precisely how the seminar had bene- 
fitted him. These “nuggets panned 
from the stream of ideas” are also 
found at the close of their article. 
SPEECH HIGHLIGHTS 
(Paraphrased)
The Mission in Japan in (he 70’s— 
Morris Wright

My uncle taught 
quail. After my many unsuccessful 
attempts to bring down a quail by just 
shooting into the fast disappearing

soner
There are two areas in which goals 

should be set. One should be in re
lation to the missionary calling; the 
other must be in relation to existing 
churches. Goals in relation to the 
missionary calling 
follows：

1.The missionary call in its 
sence is one of pioneering. While a 
missionary does get involved with peo
ple in a “pastoral” way, he must be 
careful to guard that part of his work 
wmch is to be a pioneer. Being con
crete regarding his calling and work 
must not be construed as being com
pletely inflexible as to his goals. Es
pecially in Japan, foreign missionaries 
have a tendency to be concrete when 
the Japanese 
rather, more vague. If the church's 
scope is big enough for 
then

for evangelism.
Ten years later brought a change. 

Growth brought organizational ten
sions. Workers started to get into 
each other’s hair. These were the 
days when decisions had to be made, 
usually about whether or 
emerging group of believers was able 
to become a self-sustaining group. 
The decisions were generally rather 
easy to make: the group has devel
oped; organize it;

Twenty years later has brought an
other change. The day of missionary 
preference is
sons, the missionary in the 70’s 

longer act like a “modern Apostle 
Paul.” The role of the missionary, 

well as the role of the mission is 
now a supporting role. The mission 
can no longer ignore the Japanese 
church. The mission can have its own 
program, but it cannot be 
of competition. The program of both 
the mission and the church must fit 
together. The missionary 
longer run helter-skelter carrying out 
his own independent program. These 
are days for “drinking tea——lots of it.”

Today, both the 
church must have specific goals. What 
can the mission do best? What 
the church do best? What should 
each do? Objectives must be specific, 
defined, and agreements reached 
who does what and when.

to getexercises

classified asare
not an

es-

capital develop- move on.were:

Each Forresources. over. various rea- 
can

no
a

more flexible,as are or

to fit in,us
should fit in. A peculiar 

problem missionaries face is the situa
tion where the Japanese co-worker 
wants us to be 
him to be 
volved in what is at best a confused 
role and at worst a complete break
down of operations.

2. New churches must come from 
new evangelism. Churches are born 

of evangelism. When a church 
is born, turn it over. A common 
cuse circulating in missionary circles 
says “turn it over to the Japanese— 
then watch it run down.” But the

we
a program

pastor and we want 
evangelist. We get in-

a
can no an

mission and the
a
outcan

how to huntme ex

on



the credit and you go and sow more 
seed.

A strong group feeling, based 
the Meiji era concepts of “on” and 
‘•koh’’ suppresses individual expres- 

But the group is strong 
group—the reason most Japanese pre

providing a chal- fer to travel in groups. Most Chris
tian groups (churches) in Japan 
not natural groups; they 
tion” groups. A Japanese cannot be

ing branch churches. Japan abounds long to two groups and give full loy-
in ''unused Christians.” These are the alty to both, and when
ones who have moved into an area made it results in difficult mental
where there is no church and are too gymnastics. To the majority of the
far to take a part in their former Japanese, a church group can hardly
church. Infusion of these, however, ever be more than a place to hear a
requires a carefully formulated thco- weekly religious lecture or an oppor-
logical foundation for the new church. tunity to study the Bible with a few

5. Japanese financing must be used members,
in new churches. The post-war years 
have been the scene of an enlarging 
Japanese economic boom. The Japa
nese are no longer poor. While much 
of the country's (or company’s)

on

3. As far as possible, aim to do 
church planting in connection with ex
isting churches. Using available 
sources as well

as asion.
rc-

as
lenge to a church can be a ycry satis
fying and effective ministry.

4. Help churches grow by creat-

are
“imita-are

effort isan

ノー- —一

fact is, it will probably run down un
der us too.

3. Determine concrete goals in 
church planting. Factors to consider 

how many? where? how? Set 
up time plans——allow for beginning, 
developing and maturing stages. Don’t 
forget to learn from the past——build 
your future plan on it.

mission should up the per
centage of missionaries in direct evan
gelism. A mission should periodical
ly analyze its operations and take 
steps to free missionaries who have 
slipped into unproductive roles 
holding operations. New personnel 
should be recruited with 
gelism” in mind. Good management 
principles dictate that personnel 
sources must be effectively used. Peo
ple can be helped to do a better job. 
Is a mission program accepting the 
flow out of evangelism as an inevit
able flow?

5. Vindicate the missionary 
ing. Every missionary must have 
job description. This is important not 
only for the missionary but for the 
Japanese. The Japanese want to know 
what the missionary is doing. A mis
sionary candidate was asked, “Will 
you fix cars, type reports, wash win
dows and will you be satisfied with 
this role?” When the reply 
the disappointed interviewer asked: 
“But don't yOu want to preach?”

Goals in relation to the existing 
churches are listed as follows:

1. Maintain personal, private pray- 
ministries with Japanese pastors

and believers. This will provide 
understanding relationship which will 
tide one over in times of organiza
tional tensions.

2. Be

For effective church growth in Ja
pan there will have to be specific at
tempts to make the church gathering 

natural gathering, and this requires 
compromise with Japanese psy- 

ey does not filter into the paycheck chology, a thing many dogmatic and
of the ordinary worker, the money inflexible Christian missionaries (and
situation has changed drastically since Japanese pastors too) will not easily
the 50’s. New programs must take allow. For example, if a Soka Gakkai
into account these Japanese financial believer commits a crime and must

appear in court, thirty or forty people 
will go with him, comfort him and 
stand with him whether he is right or 
wrong. Christians would have a ten
dency to make a judgement on the 
basis of his being guilty or not: if he 
is guilty, he must be punished although 
he can be forgiven and received back 
into the fellowship of the group.

2. Vertical Relationship 
The Japanese have thirteen differ

ent ways of expressing the “I 
cept. There
“Where did you go?” depending 
situation, status, sex, etc. The illus
trations below demonstrate 
difference between the Western con
cept of human relationships and loy
alty and the Japanese concept of the

are

a
mon- a

4. A

resources.
or

new evan-

re-

call- con-
Fcudalism as an Asset or Barrier to 
Church Growth in Japan—Dr. Ai- 
kawa

There are three things especially 
that I would like to discuss with you. 
They are Japanese group conscious
ness and the lack of individualism; 
vertical human relationships; and 
lativity——the inability to believe in 
absolute.

eleven ways to saya are
on

basica

re-
was yes, an

WESTERN PATTERN

〆―C1.Group Consciousness 
This is a very strong feeling in the 

Japanese. It is said that a Japanese 
cannot find real peace of mind unless 
he is in

B

{ 0 Jgroup. Japanese social 
groupings evolve naturally and in
evitably. The Japanese find real 
peace, for example, in a religion like 
Soka Gakkai since it is to them a na-

er a
an G

JAPANESE PATTERN

idea man. Sow ideas, 
thoughts, plans, visions. Most 

missionaries have all kinds of ideas

tural community. Western groups, 
and especially the Christian church 
groups are 
than a natural rallying point, there is 
much more a “contract” feeling— 
rather easy to join and much easier to 
leave. A present day problem for 
Japanese sociologists is the destruc
tion of these natural rallying points by 
a technical society.

an
new

not “natural” and rather
but do not know how to sell them. 
Sow a seed—then let it rest. Provide 
alternatives if the seed doesn’t seem to 
be able to take root. But don’t be 
surprised if your idea 
someone else’s original contribution—— 
though slightly altered. Let him have

comes out as

Continued



principles of giving. Giving must flow 
out of a heart that has been properly 
motivated by Christ’s teachings 
stewardship of one’s goods. Besides 
the amount of money an individual 
can give as ordinary offerings, he may 
have other resources. He 
able to use his time and talents in a 
teaching program (English, abacus, 
flower-arranging, calligraphy, etc.) 
and this will bring extra income into 
a church’s program. Churches may 
wish to go into large programs such 

kindergartens, but this requires 
considerable planning to keep the 
tire program in balance.

2. Financing at the national church 
level. The national church may have 
funds, and usually do. One denomi
nation was able to sell a valuable pro
perty for considerable income. This 
kind of help, whether a revolving fund 
idea, matching grants, 
grants will probably be a minor part 
of the total cost.

3. Financing from abroad. As 
missionologists like Nevius have point
ed out, there 
and disadvantages in the 
eign funds. The wrong use of foreign 
funds could weaken local giving, but 
in cases where costs were excessively 
high, the unity of the church abroad 
and the church here could be realized 
by partnership in sharing expenses.

it is definitely limited. In this case, 
the top
assert his personality into the relation
ship. However, if the top person ful
fills the role of an “image” or **sym- 
bol,” the relationship will work. In 
this role the top man may appear to 
be a dictator, but his role is not that 
of a dictator so much as a moderator. 
This is a key distinction.

same phenomena.
In church work, this relationship 

cannot be ignored. The pastor is at 
the top—a small dictator. He 
not have too many followers because 
his ability to control extends only to so 
many and if the relationship gets too
“thin,” the follower feels neglected. 
Uchimura Kanzo, famous as the 〇叩卜 
nator of the MuKyokai movement 
(one of the larger indigenous Chris
tian movements in Japan), maintain
ed a strong link between himself and 
his followers. But it was an intellec
tual link and therefore had limita
tions. He had no mass emotional 
meetings and so his followers 
generally those who were intellectual 
and serious Bible students. This ver
tical relationship in the Japanese 
ciety will probably 
It will be wiser for missionaries to ad
just than to try and change it.

3. Relativity
Zen Buddhism and Christianity 

have something in common, at least 
to the Japanese. To the Japanese 
mind, theology cannot completely de
scribe or explain life. Zen priests 
the nameless believers outside the 
church. The idea of relativity, al
though often a naughty word to west- 

Christians, is not to be despised 
completely. A book written by a man

will have a tendency toman
on

can-

may be
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en-
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Finances in Church Planting—Victor 
Springer

It seems rather strange to bring in 
a mission treasurer to speak on fi
nances when the theme of the seminar 
is “How to Build a Church Without 
Money.” But I was asked to be 
practical. There are several specific 
sources of funds for church buildings.

1.Funds from abroad. This is 
nothing new, of course, for mission
aries who have been sent from an
other country to Japan. Not only are 
logistical guarantees required by the 
Japanese government before one is al
lowed into the country, but mission
aries bring with them some “work 
funds” with which to carry on their 
activities. Further, mission boards at 
times have funds available either on

distinct advantages 
of for-

are
use

are

ern

り

L a gift or loan basis. These funds can 
be utilized in a church planting min
istry.i m

2. Funds from national church or
ganizations. Unlike twenty-five years 
ago when most churches (or denomi
nations) were struggling to 
from the various effects of the war, 
today there are funds available from 
national
either a gift or loan basis. Another 
source may be from the church mem
bers on an individual basis. Individual 
members may either have his 
sources or he is in a position to direct 
financial assistance into a program. 
Members may also possess land, 
which in Japan today is often a greater 
asset than money in a bank.

The use of these finances, whatever 
their source, must fit into 
system.

1.Financing at the local level. 
Basic to all church finances is the in
struction of believers in the scriptural

called Murayama entitled Thought 
and Behavior in Modern Japanese 
Politics would be valuable reading for 
missionaries.

The effective approach to the Japa
nese heart is the way of love. Love 
cannot always be neatly categorized 
and precisely defined. It is surround
ed by a indescribable feeling. This 
stands the Christian faith in good 
stead in Japan.

Monday Night Symposium——Lavem 
Snider, Moderator

The panel attempted to find the an
swer to one basic question: Is there 

cultural and social milieu present 
in Japan which provides the potential 
for church growth which is at times 
seen in other cultures?

The tone of the remarks made by 
the panel suggested strongly that rath- 

than foster church growth, there 
seem to be factors built into the Japa
nese social fabric which are definite 
hindrances to church growth. The 
varied remarks made by the panel 
be summarized as follows:

1. The Japanese prefer a syncret
ism of the native religions to the high
ly structured Christian religion.

The Japanese religious mentality 
finds the loosely defined requirements 
for membership in the native religions

recover
a

groups. These too are on

own cr

In a brief discussion period, 
key question was given a clear-cut an
swer. Someone asked if in Japan 
layman could be the top 
church. Dr. Aikawa stated that not 
only is it possible but there is a trend 
in Christian circles to put laymen 
top. He qualified his answer by say
ing that if the top

relationship with his followers.

one

a can
inman

prioritya
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pected the seminar to come up with 
a list of magical answers or cut and 
dried solutions to problems which had 
perplexed the missionary force. How
ever, wc did feel that with a proper 
airing of the problems, some suggest
ed solutions would be discovered, 
at least suggestions would be forth
coming which in turn would challenge 
some to a deeper probe and perhaps 
spawn a better solution.
Capital development.
A. Suggestions for developing present 

capital investments (for those who 
have them).

1.Enlist the services of financial ex
perts (Japanese or foreign) to help 
discover what is the best

much more compatible than the 
row
quired to be a Christ-followcr. While 
a number much greater than those 
gistered on church rolls are attracted 
by Christian thought, the number who 
actually “cross the high threshold” of 
the church building is comparatively 
few.

nar-
structures and commitments re-

rc-

or

Also, it appears to be a common 
thing for western missionaries to iden
tify a “big” church as being both ideal 
and a symbol of 
“small” church is by nature a failure 
and unworthy to be called a “church.” 
Those who know the Japanese best 
continually remind 
nese operate best in a small group.

2. Why hasn't Christianity pene
trated the Japanese ^web society"?

Religion in general is an individual 
matter. Even though traditional 
ligions embrace the entire family in 
certain formal practices and obliga
tions, anything beyond this is much 
more an individual matter. Christian 
religious formal structures have not 
helped to engage the entire family. 
Worship services, for example, 
anything but attractive to small chil
dren and generally there is no attempt 
to control the behavior of small chil
dren during the 
buildings, also, 
any kind of family programming. The 
almost complete lack in the Japanese 
church of 
gram of instruction does little to over
come a bad situation. Literature 
the subject is scarce.

3. Can the layman find a meaning
ful place in the Japanese church 
structure?

REACTION GROUPS—FOUR 
PROBLEM AREAS

As a result of the information 
fed to the delegates by the keynote 
speeches and the panel discussion, the 
mood of the seminar turned to one of 
searching out certain problem 
and defining them.

1.Capital development. This 
quires a good look at the past 
as the future to discover the most ef-

whilcsuccess a

9
that the Japa-us areas

ofuse
present assets.

2. Develop present buildings for 
maximum use. Maybe they could 
be rented when not in use. De
velop a teaching program (music, 
English, abacus) to utilize the 
building when not needed for 
church meetings.

3. Sell unneeded expensive properties 
to create a working fund of cash.

4. Plot the growth patterns of popu
lation shifts; buy land in 
which will be developed in the 
future. Buy twice the land needed 
for the envisioned program; later 
sell half the land to recover the 
initial cost.

5. If land is owned, a commercial

re
wellas

re- ficient use of present capital holdings. 
Buying and selling, as well as priori
ties in development, must be careful
ly considered.

2. Developing (he potential of 
isting groups. What potentials exist 
in present groups which could be uti
lized in

cx-

are efficient program? 
What factors exist which prevent 
growth
answer to the “plateau church?” Do 
certain Japanese social factors, such 

vertical relationship, militate 
against church growth?

3. Developing (he presentation. 
Christians have a product to sell. This 
calls fer a study in marketing. What

the problems involved in an ef
fective witnessing program? Is there 

need to study cultural and linguistic 
problems in greater depth?

4. Developing personnel resources. 
Each group (church, mission, etc.) 
should analyze what potential exists. 
What training programs arc needed 
for what kind of personnel? What 
kind of personnel is in the greatest 
demand?

a more
areas

development? Is thereor an

Churchservice.
hardly geared toare as

family orientated pro-a firm might be found to develop it. 
This would provide income, facili
ties as well as retaining ownership 
of the land. Farmers

on are
doingare

a this all over Japan.
B. Suggestions for gaining capital 

assets (for those who don’t have 
them).

1.Use commercial facilities which 
Sunday. Often

Japanese cultural values place great 
esteem on the educated person. 
Though this is not so much a recogni
tion of ability 
ing, the Japanese church continues to 
be a “pastor-orientated” church. A 
good layman is considered to be 
who always agrees with the pastor. 
Though a man may be a graduate of 
a highly-respected university, it is the 
pastor who has religious training and 

the layman, educated though he 
may be, is one 
qualifications, 
known to insist on having the final

though

not used
these can be rented very 
ably. One large church in Tokyo 
operates on this plan.

2. Develop a program that does not 
require the purchase of expensive 
land and buildings.

3. Develop a multi-purpose building, 
one that can be used to recover

are onit is of social stand-as
reason-

one

so
any invested funds.

4. Use Japanese financial resources. 
This must be done by Japanese 
who plan the program and who 
plan on financing it by themselves. 
Let Japanese ingenuity and Japa
nese finances work.

5. Instill

who does not have
Pastors have been

matters evensay on money 
members of the church were highly 
successful in business circles. SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS

The delegates, after defining the 
four basic problem areas, were divid
ed into four groups to deal with the 
assigned subject. Groups were urged 
to further define the

In summary, while the panel 
pressed a desire that there might be 
a church growth breakthrough of 
great dimension, the tone of the eve
ning
faces tremendous cultural hindrances 
in the Japanese cultural and social 
milieu.

ex
spirit of giving. Create 

“expansion fund.” Challenge 
people to give not only, but to 
loan available funds.

a
an

needing
solutions and then come up with sug
gested answers. The word “suggested” 

advisedly used since no one ex-

rather one that the gospel areaswas
6. Develop a program which is based 

Japaneseprimarily 
with assistance coming from 

Continued
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musicians, admin-media experts, 
istrators and finance specialists.

6. Retrain professionals by updating 
their knowledge and helping them 
to gain new concepts and skills. 
This should be achieved by spe
cially developed cooperative semi-

Developing the presentation.
1. Make a study of why the message 

is deficient, why it is not heard, 
and why it is not relevant. Then 
take positive steps to 
these shortcomings, such 
ing better 
message simple, and utilizing 
Bible portions that relate to today.

2. The high cause of reversions (leav
ing the faith) may be due to in
adequate understanding of the 
gospel, “ghetto” atmosphere of the 
church, lack of pastoral care, mar
riage to non-Christians, and bap
tisms in a crisis or emotional state.

this, start a better

abroad when needed later. 
Developing potential of existing 
groups.
1. The vertical social structure of the 

Japanese society is not incompati
ble with the Christian faith 
ch urch organ ization.

The Holy Spirit is able to 
this social structure.

b. Biblical patterns do not mili
tate against it.

c. Pastors can be trained for the 
role of equipping instead of 
controlling.

d. If plateau churches (churches 
which stop growing at 20 
30 members) work best in the 
Japanese society, create 
of them.

2. Instigate management seminars.
If Japanese leaders have not 
learned to distinguish between 
control and management, teach 
them management techniques 
which will counter-act the pos
sible hindrance of feudalistic 
patterns of thought.

b. Churches and missions must 
find time and opportunities to 
train. If men are busy, find a 
time when they can get to
gether, such 
work before returning home.

3. Enlarge the vision of Japanese 
Christians.

Introduce them to 
stories.

b. Have those who are able visit 
other successful churches or 
countries where the church is 
growing.

c. Utilize teams for evangelism 
and other projects.

d. Develop a good, image-chang
ing PR program.
Do anything to change the 

“tunnel vision’’ of leaders.
4. Begin a family-marriage emphasis. 

Concentrate on a youth pro
gram.

b. Use questionnaires to introduce 
Christian young people to each 
other.

overcome 
writ-asor

keeping thesermons,
nars, etc.a. use

INDIVIDUAL REACTIONS
The last hour of the seminar was 

utilized in a “sharing time” with each 
telling the others what the 
had done for him. These are

person 
seminar
listed so that those who could not

experience 
the same blessings

come to the seminar 
in a small 
that these missionaries experienced.

I got lots of idea. I am encouraged 
plant seed thoughts. I 

church as each member being a satel
lite revolving around a control center. 
I discovered a social structure in

can10 or measure
To overcome
post-baptism training program, 
establish friendship groups, utilize 
effective pastoral and counselling 
techniques and develop an atmos
phere in the church or in groups 
which is

more
theseeto

a.

Japanese-ish.”
3. The Japanese language may pre

sent a problem in that it fails to 
provide words that adequately car
ry the meaning of Biblical 
cepts. Also, a missionary's ability 
in the language may be deficient. 
Suggested solution is to become 
better acquainted with the lan
guage and to utilize not only words 
but other techniques of communi
cation to express Biblical ideas.

4. In order to develop a better tech
nique of presentation, positive 
training steps should be utilized. 
Furthermore, do not rely only on 
a verbal presentation, but utilize 
established relationships where at
titudes and love can help convey 
the message. New channels of 
communication must be discovered

more Japanese society of which 1 was not 
aware, and 1 plan to 
confirmed in some new ideas. I 
encouraged to use Japanese resources. 
I see the need of management train
ing. I got a lot of information 
capital development, 
don't have any money. I have decided 
to love the Japanese language. I under
stand now why relations went the way 
they did. I knew about the vertical 
structure in Japanese society, but now 
I feel I understand it.1 have gained 
a new vision of what 1 think the 
church can be. I was helped to get a 
new definition of my ministry in Ja
pan, and given tools to implement it. 
The seminar helped 
some of my ideas I 
mulate, specifically, emphasize satellite 
groups and de-emphasize the rigid 
Sunday-morning 
Frustrations in dealing with the Japa
nese people can also be of God. This 
seminar came at an appropriate time: 
/ have just been appointed chairman 
of our
couraged to discover the talents of the 
various people in my mission. Visitors 
from Norway: Now we’ve got lots of 
new problems!

it. I wasuse
am

con-
on

though 1even

an hour afteras

successa.

to clarifyme
trying to for-was

and utilized, such 
change groups, cooking classes. 

Developing Personnel Resources.
1.Every congregation should explore 

the resources of its entire member-

cultural ex-as reihai* complex.

e.

ship annually, reemphasizing the 
spiritual gifts of the Holy Spirit.

possible the 
gifts of a young convert and then 
put him to work.

3. Redefine “Christian Ministry,M in
cluding the hang-up on the word 
“kenshin.” Explore all possibilities 
of non-professional Christian serv-

and I have beena. mission en-

2. Discover as soon as

c. Emphasize family - directed 
evangelism.

d. Maintain family - centereda
program.

5. Create a “large imtbrella" church 
structure.

If the western form of church 
organization does not fit, then 

a structure that does, 
b. Encourage Japanese to develop 

a program, structure, and so
cial pattern which combines 
the dynamic of the Christian 
faith with the best of the Japa
nese mind.

ice.
4. Develop a Lay-Training program. 

Every pastor should develop 
in-service training program 

emphasizing practical method
ology and Christian living, 

b. Every geographical area should 
interchurch lay-

a.a.
an

use

Norwegian Missionary Society 
Board Members 

Hauge and Senstad 
Lots of Problems

develop 
man’s night Bible school.

5. Develop professional ministries, 
such as teachers, evangelists,

an

mass



are told.CHURCH GROWTH
Is it true that church growth

take place in advanced cut- field where my wife and I have serv
ed for twenty years, but I ask, “Why?” 

I am disturbed about the reverse ef-

where the priorities are,
Perhaps it is special pleading for the

CONCLUSION we
The Nagoya and Amagi 

complemented each other beautifully. 
The Nagoya 
missionary force of its necessity while 
at the

seminars move
ments can 
tures as well as those which are back-reassured theseminar
ward? We are assured that this is so

church feet of church doctrine; that is thatbut to my knowledge 
growth movements have ever taken those who are anxious to preach the
place in advanced culture populations. Gospel where it is most likely to be
(Correct

time recognizing the 
erging Japanese church. The Amagi 
seminar provided techniques of how 
to get on with the job—even though 
the job seems to become more diffi
cult as time passes.

The JEM A Executive Committee is

em- nosame

wrong.) The quickly obeyed, will pass over heavily 
classic examples of families, villages, populated 
and groups moving into the church 
as one body have taken place among 
those who are termed culturally back- stages of evangelization, but it is be- 
ward. Animistic people arc mention- ing bypassed in favor of more rapidly
ed most often in church growth writ- growing fields and relatively unso-
ings as being ripe for evangelization. phisticated people.

Culturally advanced people live in 
the cities of the world. They are in Its present missionary staff is both
the colleges and universities, the pro- ageing and declining in numbers. Re-
fessions, the highly trained technicians cruits are looking to greener fields, 
of the “think” industries. Only a few Churches with an eye 
hardy souls are evangelizing the cul- ardship are switching support to 
turally advanced in the cities, yet this productive, more primitive fields. I 
is where the population of the world attribute much of this trend to the ef-
will increasingly gather. As urbani- fective penetration of church growth
zation and education increases, the thinking among the churches, 
possibility for church growth : 
merits as presently taught will 
tinue to decrease.

if Ime am
where the Gospel is 

taking root slowly. Japan is still such 
a country. It is still in the initial

areas

to be thanked for providing these op
portunities. The Seminar Committee 
is to be complimented on the arrange
ments and planning. Those attending 
are to be challenged to go back and 
to share what they have learned for 
the good of the wider community. 
Finally, the Amagi staff is to be 
thanked for the wonderful hospitality 
each of the seminar delegates enjoyed.

[End]
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In fact, Japan is being forgotten.

their stew-on
more

I plead, of course, for Japan. Rock 
gatherers, soil tillers and seed sowers 
must be sent in great numbers. What 

power this nation will be when she

move-
con-

Specifically, what chance does 
nation like Japan have of being evan- is as powerful with the Gospel as she 
gelized under church growth
being preached and practiced? Those there is no chance that this 
who labor in Japan are offered sym- pen if 
pathy:

aa

is in every other realm of life. Butas now
hap-

continue to pass her by.
can

we
are told to hold on——wewe

Printed by permission from an article 
by Mark Maxey in the March, 1971 
THE PAMPHLET CLUB.

encouraged to pray that the har
vest time will
are

for Japan, but 
meanwhile “God wants the winnable

come
IMPRESSIONS OF THE SEMINAR 

Mark G. Maxey 
If the group that gathered for this 

Seminar is representative of the 
gelical
these impressions of the Seminar may 
be valid for the nation as a whole:
1• A tremendous vitality of spirit. 

“Afflicted” the missionaries 
“perplexed” as well but they 
neither “crushed” nor “driven to 
despair.”

2. A unity of purpose. That purpose 
is to establish churches in every 
part of the nation depending upon 
the Holy Spirit and using every 
practical, intellectual, financial 
and spiritual 
command.

3. A realization of their limita- 
The missionary’s forcigness

has become a disadvantage. Funds 
from abroad will be reduced. Mis
sionary replacements are becom
ing fewer. The missionary is 
turning away from being the 
who does everything to being the 
man who does one thing and does 
it well and doing it fully 
“enabling” partner with the Japa
nese church and its leadership.

in Indonesia, Malaysia,to be
the South Pacific and Africa. This is

won
[Endl

evan-
in Japan, thenmissionaries

are,
are

at theirresource
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Now to the booklet (he has writ
ten): “The Church before the Watch
ing World.” Its early chapters rep
resent an attempt to explain the theo
logical defections of the last three 
hundred years. Quite correctly Mr. 
Schaeffer rejects the Higher Criticism 
of the Bible and emphasizes the fact 
that Scriptures consist of divinely 
communicated, propositional truth. 
He discusses the theological steps 
from optimism to despair in the de
cadence of the past generations. He 
points out that historic Christianity is 
contrary both to the old and new lib
eralism.

But if one has studied the shifting 
theological situation of the 1960s and 
1970s, he will quickly realize when he 
reads Mr. Schaeffer’s booklet that it 
is nothing more or less than an attack 

true Biblical separation. Whether 
wittingly or unwittingly, in his early 
chapters Mr. Schaeffer seeks to build 
up the confidence of his readers. This 
confidence will presumably carry 
to the contents of the later，crucial 
chapters, so that his readers will be 
psychologically disposed, 
of their respect for the erudition Mr. 
Schaeffer displays in his early chap
ters, to accept as authoritative his 
later attacks on Biblical separation.

The central thesis in the booklet is 
plain. Among the attributes of God, 
Mr. Schaeffer says 
and His love. Each of these attri
butes is related to the human scene. 
The holiness of God has as its earthly 
corollary the purity of the church.... 
But how is this purity to be main
tained? Precisely at this point Mr. 
Schaeffer’s argument is very weak in
deed. He advocates church discipline 
when the purity of the church is en
dangered. Having stressed the need 
of discipline, and having thus deliver
ed his soul of a theoreticial, but in the 
circumstances unattainable ideal, Mr. 
Schaeffer proceeds to attack the con
cept of Biblical separation. He calls 
it a “negative concept，’’ and to shatter 
the intellectual aspirations of Biblical 
separatists, he adds that it “builds a 
poor mentality.
that if and when separation does 
cur true believers must not polarize. 
This is quite a mouthful from 
American theological who labors in 
Switzerland.

an open forum 
of your

1 opinions...
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DISAGREES with SCHAEFFER
over

the resultThe Bible Union of Melbourne, 
Australia, still regarded by 
uncompromising in its orthodoxy, has 
invited to Australia as a visiting speak
er a rather popular champion of anti- 
separationism, the Rev. Francis Scha
effer,
L’Abri, Switzerland.

And the Rev. Dallas Clarnette, 
pastor of the People’s Church of Kew, 
Melbourne, having visited Mr. Scha
effer's reasonable facsimile of what 
Mr. Clarnette calls a “hippie 
mune” in L’Abri, has given a glowing 
endorsement of Mr. Schaeffer’s min
istry. The Kew pastor, thought by 
some to be a true evangelical, writes 
concerning Mr. Schaeffer’s testimony: 
“I was able to briefly speak to Dr. 
Schaeffer and press the invitation the 
Bible Union has given him to visit 
Australia. . . . The evidence is, I’m 
sure, conclusive that a solid Bible bas
ed work is being done and that here 

mighty blow is being struck against 
the shallow evangelicalism of our gen
eration.

with the opinion which many old fash
ioned Christians hold. I am reliably 
informed that in his public addresses 
here and there he lends mild and 
somewhat jovial encouragement to 
“hippiedom.” Mr. Clarnette, who is 
becoming one of Mr. Schaeffer’s 
dent devotees, admits that in what ap
pears to be a “hippie commune” at 
L’Abri “lon_g hair” and the “strange 
appearance of many young people” 

quickly discernible. Does Mr. 
Schaeffer raise any objection to this 
rebellious facade? Not at all. He 
does not urge “true Christians,” for 
example, on the West Coast of the 
U.S.A. who persist in the language 
and life forms of hippiedom to clean 

and become respectable to the 
glory of the pure Son of God. Instead 
he urges them to turn increasingly to 
the clear content of the Scriptures. 
Perhaps Mr. Schaeffer should be 
minded that a portion of the content 
of the Scripture teaches that believ
ers in Christ are to have their “bodies 
washed with pure water” (Heb. 
10:22), an injunction to which cer
tain hippies would do well to take 
heed!

It should be noted that Mr. Schaef
fer's theological connections today are 
so thoroughly 
for one
lengthy expositions concerning down
ward theological trends. What he 
does shouts so loudly that I cannot 
hear what he writes! Let him break 
his ties with New Evangelicalism; then 
his words might carry some weight in 
orthodox circles!

as
some as

American who resides in ar-
His holinessare

are
com-

up

re-

a

He further states
Actually Mr. Schaeffer’s “mighty 

blow against the shallow evangelical
ism of

oc-

generation” is in fact a 
rather pointed defence of the New 
Evangelicalism.

Mr. Schaeffer seems definitely 
encourage the “hippie” movement. I 
do not know what your view is con
cerning this modern rebellious Waltan- 
schauung. I for one feel, that, to say 
the least, it should be heartily dis
couraged as a blot on the residue of 
culture still remaining on this planet!

Mr. Schaeffer obviously disagrees

our an

evangelical that I 
not impressed by his

to new
The complete article “Biblical Sep
aration Under Attack” by Charles 
J. Woodbridge may be obtained 
from Tokyo Bible Center, Meguro 
Post Office Box 20, Tokyo152 Ja
pan. Printed at (he request of T. 
Pietsch.

am



MISSIONARY-GO HOME! advertising techniques to serve that 
purpose. They emphasize the 
weakness of the Japanese and the 
need for financial support; and the 
common word that unites them is 
“enthusiasm.”

——The ideas of

，Chairman, Missionary Com
mittee.''

I ask the question, however, **Has 
the church really solved its problem 
in taKing this action to cease mission
ary support?” It is certain they 
having money problems. It is certain 
that they did not enjoy cutting off the 
missionary. (It is also certain that 
this is much less painful than cutting 
off support from projects closer to 
home or even within the church it
self.) But no matter, the church is 
still in trouble. The real problem lies 
elsewhere.

Proclamation of Denial of Christianity 
PREFACE: Now as I approach 

the tenth year since I began to walk 
Christian believer, I reject his

torical Christianity because it is 
powerless and harmful. With the 
aim of completely purging myself of 
it I make the following proclamation.

——We must recognize that up to 
this time Christianity has been ab
solutely powerless and its many years 
of toil have really not accomplished 
anything at all. It is true that people 
have raised some funds, have built

are
made

Christianity” in which they believe 
entirely of a different nature from 

us and are just too far from matching 
up with our present circumstances to 
be of any 
what in the world 
do in tms country?”

——For these reasons I hereby de
mand the deportation of all foreign 
missionaries and hope my fellow 
countrymen will participate and 
operate in this movement to banish 
the missionaries.

This article was received from 
an ex-seminary student.

as a man

are

I want to ask, "Justuse.
you trying loare

13A skilled physician diagnoses the 
disease by observing the symptoms. 
He is not fooled into thinking the 
symptoms are the disease itself though 
he will often treat the symptoms be
cause they need to be treated and/or 
to please the patient who is very much 
aware of the symptoms but is 
aware of his disease. In this

Western-style buildings, and have 
founded first class kindergartens, but 
these have not in the least contributed 

real condition.

co-

to any change in 
To the contrary, it has practiced a 
“false prophecy” that has caused 
to relax and stop with the status quo.

our

us un
case,

ceasing missionary support is only a 
symptom of the church’s real disease 
——which is a spiritual one. No church 
which is concerned primarily with its 
own welfare, its 
physical needs is spiritually well. As 
far as it appears to its own communi
ty and membership, it may look very 
healthy indeed but the real diagnosis 

be made by the Great Physician 
himself. He said repeatedly that his 
mission to mankind was to “seek and 
to save the lost.

——Seminary students especially 
should have been more sensitive to m curious

Ninety percent of Spain’s 16,000 
Jehovah’s Witnesses go door to door 
with literature. This accounts for 
that sect’s rapid expansion, 
shadowing Protestant growth in that 
country. Less than 7 percent of the 
courUr/s evangelical Christians par
ticipate in active witnessing program. 
(The Church around the World Bul
letin. November 1972) I wonder 
what the figures would be in Japan?

notice and more honest to recognize 
that religious words and forms today 

power at all. But all they spiritual andgive
did, using beautiful words and forcibly 
written phrases, 
people by advertising a fullness of life 
which really did not exist. Instead 
they should have, with 
of the historical state of affairs, gain
ed a penetrating insight 
source of the sense of powerlessness 
that was attacking them.

no own
over-

to try to leadwas

mustan awareness

to theas
Before His Ascen- 

Hc passed this mission on to the 
know that a 

healthy church seeks neither to con- 
preserve itself but “to seek 

and save the lost” wherever they may 
be found. It is only in this seeking 
and saving that the church 
itself, that is, keep itself spiritually 
well and heatlhy.

The first level of spirituality is to 
seek the Lord for one’s own salvation. 
The next level of spirituality is “lo 
seek and save” those who are dear to 
you and those who are near to you. 
The highest level of spirituality is 
seek the salvation of those who arc 
so far away that you will never know 
them or see them this side of heaven. 
To visualize their need and to do 
something about it is truly the noblest 
of Christian virtues.

When

sion 
church.ISN’T THE DOLLAR SHOCK 

ENOUGH ?
courage at all from 

an assurance that God exists some
where beyond the blue sky. In this 
age when we can attack the moon 
with missiles, 
diligently seek our 

—There is 
heard on a record, that I cannot 

the voice of a

By this——We gain no we

serve nor
Dear Christian mends,

During World War II it 
unusual to sec a G.I. wandering

with a

must much more 
God.

was notwe
own can save

sound, which I through the company 
glazed look in his eyes. When asked, 

matter?” he might reply,

areaone

forget. That 
priest, on a certain day in 1945，pro
nouncing a blessing in the name of 
Christ

“What’s
“I just got a 'Dear John’ letter today.” 
That meant he had just got a letter 
from his sweetheart that she was go- 

el se. Eventu-

was a

who wasmilitary
charged with the duty of dropping an 
atomic bomb. I saw Satan in that

manon a
ing to marry 
ally, “A Dear John” became a by
word for any kind of letter that con
tained bad news. (For those who arc 
interested, the right kind of 
from your 
called a “Sugar Report.”）

Missionaries get “Dear Johns" too. 
Here’s one that just 
church that has supported this work 
monthly for 22 years: 
am writing this to let you know that 
due to our financial situation we are

someone
to

Hell in Hiroshima.voice and I saw
—Foreign missionaries, 

ticular American missionaries have the 
following fatal flaws:

and in par-
lcttcra

wife or sweetheart was
of psychological service 

to American imperialism.
2. They entrap naive Japanese, turn 

their eyes away from the acute 
present situation and give them the 
opiate of a man-made Christianity.

3. Their evangelism is only action 
from a religious

“pioneer-ism” that is no different 
from the “pioneer-ism” of the age 
of geographical discoveries, and 
their activities and reports are only

1.They arc

congregation writes 
“Dear John’’ letter to the missionary 
it is voting to retreat from this spiri
tual summit to the valley below where 
it may hope to 
and preserve 
write such

in from a a acame

Dear Sir, I

its strength 
itself. In a sense to

conserve
unable to continue sending you a do
nation each month. Oiir best wishes 
and
wonderful work you 
may God bless you. Sincerely yours,

that comes
letter is to write one’s 

spiritual obituary. It is for this that 
the missionary weeps, not for the loss 
of support.

a
prayers go with you in the 

doing, and
our

arc
[End]
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David Paul

汉he Daniel ^JC<yma/n family

villages. It is our hearts desire to see 
more missionaries get 
these areas where it may be more 
time consuming and maybe not 
quickly rewarding in numbers 
work, but yet to us no less rewarding. 
We can not find anywhere 
Word where it says to only go into 
the large cities. Though the Lord 
spoke to the multitudes He also took 
time to deal with the individual. Sure
ly the harvest is no less ripe in these 
areas as in the large cities and what 
if the Lord had not been willing to 
walk from Jerusalem to Mt. Calvary. 
Should we be any less willing to walk 

little more, drive a little more, and 
talk individually a little more just be
cause it might take a little more time 
to reach 100 souls, for example.

Please pray for 
for these not so popular areas of Ja
pan.

all of these are in a wide 
The second article 

Gifu-ken.

During the 
wife and I began to feel the Lord 
dealing with 
of Japan to labor for Him. Though 
Japan is rather a small country, when 
you begin 
the Lord would have you work it be
gins to look rather large. After a few 
months we felt sure that we were to 
come to Japan but had no idea fur
ther as to God’s plan. It was about 
this time, with us praying for the Lord 
to lead, that our director’s wife, Mrs. 
John Bell of San Antonio, Texas 
handed us a copy of “Japan Harvest. 
It was the Summer 1970 issue and in 
it was not just 
which gripped
was ‘Reaching All Japan. . .part 
where Mr. Donnel McLean wrote 
about 10,000,000 souls in neglect 
counties, and 30,000,000 souls in 
towns and villages also neglected be-

of 1970summer my cause
sprawled-out 
was by Samuel Pfeifer 
With both my wife and I having been 
raised on farms

burden foraarea.
to come to the field onus

so
found our hearts towe

we read these arti- 
the areas which Mrs.

think about just where deeply touched 
cles and
Bell had underlined which stated “No

to as
in thesaw

work.” That burden has never left 
If we ever try to think that the 

Lord doesn’t want us to work in these 
not so popular areas, 
cd by the last issue of Japan Harvest 
about what pastors had to say about 
missionaries in Japan. One pastor ex
pressed the deep conviction that mis
sionaries should feel a burden for ru
ral churches.

We hope to be located in the Gifu- 
ken area, the Lord willing, by this 
next summer. We are looking toward 
the town of Mino-Kamo and 
rounding area which holds many small

us.

remind-we are

but two articles aone
our hearts. The first 

two.

and especiallyus
sur-
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Serving the insurance needs of 
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STK offers you a wide-variety 
of significant books designed 
for this purpose. Here are the 
Bible study tools that produce 
strong pastors and teachers 
of the Word.
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RESERVE THESE DATES!
(For Your Summer Vacation With a Difference)

* Spiritual Fellowship in a cool, relaxed and
friendly atmosphere.

* Guest Speaker: Dr. Myron S. Augsburger
—President of Eastern Mennonite College and Seminary 
—Member of the Boards of Inter-Church Evangelism 

Inc. and National Association of Evangelicals 
(Administration)

—Author of The Expanded Life — Principles of 
Biblical Interpretation — Pilgrim Aflame etc. 

—Fifteen years in major Evangelistic Crusades 
and Seminars

* Featuring for the First Time — Small-Group Sharing
geared to missionaries’ problems and spiritual needs, 
following each morning meeting, relating to the 
messages given by our speaker.
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Myron S. Augsburger, Th.D. B.D. A.B.
DATES: August 2-5 (Thurs. - Sun.) Meetings at 10:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m. Only.

Morning Prayer Meetings, 7:00 - 7:45 a.m.
LOCATION: Karuizawa Union Church

KARUIZAWA DEEPER LIFE CONVENTION — 1973

R；

TOKYO SANITARIUM 

HOSPITAL
YOUR

DRUGSTORE 

IN JAPAN

KOBE ADVENTIST 

CLINIC
Ei

II17-3, J-chome, Amanuma 
Suginami-ku, Tokyo 

Tel: 392-6151

9, 5-chome, Kamiwaka-dori 
Fukiai-ku, Kobe 

Tel: 29-0830
|7'：.
句COMPLETE LINE OF STATESIDE S

Drugs and proprietaries, baby needs 
cosmetics and toiletries, sundries.

North side of Ogikubo 
station

Just north of Omekaido 
and east of 55th street

About 5 minutes north 
of the Sannomiya station I

by rd!
etc.

MISSIONARY DISCOUNT
iWe entitle all people engaged 

missionary work 10% discount on 
all drugs and sickroom supplies.

in

HARAJUKU ADVENTIST 

MEDICAL OFFICE
S 舅&

K'
11-5,1-chome, Jingumae 

Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 
Tel: 401.1282

SEVENTH-DAY
じ
2】

[cj
ADVENTIST INear Harajuku station 

Corner of Meiji Dori 
and Omotesando streets r^TokyoMEDICAL INSTITUTIONS Store: Hibiya Park Bldg. (Formerly亞 

Nikkatsu lnt*l. Bldg.) (271)4034-5{^ 
P3 Kobe Store: Tor Road, Ikuta-ku (331) 1352^



BUllETIIN BOARDJEMA
Church Growth Research Center at 
Tokyo Christian College announces a- 
vailability of its English language lend
ing library. Most titles listed by 
Church Growth Book Club plus other 
selected volumes are available 
one-month loan basis. You pay only 
postage and a ¥ 100 handling fee. New 
books are regularly being added. Ad
dress inquiries to church Growth Re
search Center, 8453 Yaho, Kunitachi- 
shi 186.
During 1973 the Church Growth Re
search Center wants to compile a cen
tral listing of church growth research 
done in Japan. Compilations from pre
vious years, case studies of churches or 
denominations and current studies by 
individual 
eluded. It is hoped that such a listing 
will prevent duplication of studies and 
facilitate further research. If you, your 
mission, or your church association 
have done any such study or compila
tion, please drop a card to the center 
at 8453 Yaho, Kunitachi-shi, Tokyo-to.

PLENARY SESSION 
The JEMA Annual Plenary 
will be held on April24 at the 
Ochanomizu Student Center. Missions 

urged to delegate their representa
tives now. The morning program will 
feature Japan Times columnist Masuru 
Ogawa. The business session will be 
in the afternoon. A banquet is being 
planned for the evening. All members 

welcome to attend.

GOING HOME?session

JEMA CHARTER FLIGHTS on a
are

Civil Aeronatics Board regula
tions made it imperative that 
anyone wishing to utilize the 
summer JEMA charter flights 
must be a fully paid JEMA 
member at least six months 
before flight departure. Our 
office staff stands ready to help 
you so that your flight reserva
tion is not cancelled due to this 
legal technicality.
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are

AREA CHAIRMEN 
You will be receiving a list of members 
in your area. Make plans now to 
choose the delegate from your 
All individual members of JEMA (in 
distinction from those who belong to 
member missions) have the privilege to 
elect area representatives to the plena
ry session.

all be in-missionanes canarea.

SUMMER CONFERENCE 
The annual conference dates in Karui- 
zawa are July 29-August 1.Speakers 
who have been contacted are Dr. 
George Peters of Dallas Seminary, 
Stanley Banks of England and Dr. 
Hatch of Columbia Bible College.

F
The Executive Committee has urged 
the Harvest to begin a “swap” column. 
If you have articles to sell, swap, 
give away, please inform the JEMA of
fice. This service is free to all JEMA 
members. The Harvest reserves the 
right to limit insertions to space avail
able.

URGENTLY NEEDED 
The Harvest staff urgently needs some
one to serve as Advertising Manager. 
Our present manager, John Graybill, 
is going on furlough this 
Here is a challenge for someone to 
serve. If God would want you to serve 
in this capacity, please call Mr. 
Graybill.

u f,v； a .'rk
uor

nsummer. s
h

o

This is a 64-page synopsis 
of the four Gospels. With 
a four-color cover and the 
Kogoyaku translation of the 
major events in the Gospels, 
it is designed with the 
"unreached” in mind.
The price is V 15 each. And 
with any order of 1000 
copies or more, you may 
have a picture and the 
nouncement of your church 
imprinted for only V 2000 
(typesetting & plate fee). 

Life League 
ie 0424-71-1625

cowie/t

WANTED: USED BARRELS 
Pastor and Mrs. Takashi lrifune are 
planning to go to Indonesia this April 

missionaries. They are looking for 
some good used barrels in which to 
ship their belongings. Please contact 
the JEMA office.

as an-

New
phot
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From the Schaeffers: “We think back |
to our time with you all with much f

- • - ” \

(
pleasure and thanksgiving too.

=

J

!REFLECTIONS 

ON THE 

SCHAEFFER
<VISIT

5by Phil Fox wellDr. and Mrs. Francis Schaeffer, world 
famous through their book ministry 
as well as their L’Abri retreat, spent 
four days in Japan from November 6-9 

I visiting mends and speaking at various 
meetings. Dr. Schaeffer spoke at the 
Hi-B.A. Center in Tokyo for three 

| days to a standing-room-only Japanese 
audience of pastors and students. He 

1 also spoke twice for an English-speak- 
f ing audience at the Tokyo Baptist 
\ Church. Mrs. Edith Schaeffer spoke at 

a JEM A women’s rally as well as other 
f women’s meetings in Tokyo and Yo- 
I kohama. Both spent a busy day speak- 
f ing to large audiences in the Osaka 
\ area.

=
)

The books of Dr. Francis A. Schaeffer f 
scored high again in Eternity maga- | 
zine’s annual book poll. Schaeffer was f 
the author of three of the 2^ books \ 
listed by the poll 
new books for readers of the maga- f 
zine.”
The three books were He Is There and 
He Is Not Silent and True Spirituality, \ 
which placed seventh and eighth 
spectively, and Genesis in Space and 
Time, which tied for the twelfth spot. | 
In 1969，Schaeffer’s The God Who Js f 
There won the top position in the poll, 
and his books have appeared on the | 
list every year since then.
Why Conservative Churches Are Grow- I 
ing by Dean Kelley (published by Har- \ 
per and Row) gained top recognition 1 
in the current Eternity poll.

\

=
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\
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f
in some established churches. Don’t 
make absolutes out of non-essentials. 
The reward is that the real absolutes 
of the Bible become more reasonable 
and acceptable. Wc need all the flex
ibility which the Bible allows.

Love has been defined

of other Christian scholars who quote 
him and react to his writings. He is 
worth continued consideration be
cause like the men of Issachar, he has 

understanding of the times”（I 
Chron. 12:32). He is communicat
ing with the younger generation bet
ter than some of us who arc supposed 
to be specialists in the 
tion of the Gospel. Before he began 
to write he spent forty years giving 
serious thought to Christian problems. 
He has been able to give answers 
satisfying to many and especially 
the younger generation.

UNNECESSARY FENCES AND 
LOVE

At random I select two aspects of 
Many of us need to review Schaef- Schaeffer’s methodology in communi-

fer in various ways to catch the key cation which have impressed
ideas. PBA did a professional job of They are not new ideas at all to the 
recording all the messages; those who 
like listening better than reading 
use the cassettes. Schaeffer should be non-essential barriers to Christian

communication. Don’t build unneces
sary fences. If you do, the really im
portant barriers arc more likely to be 
broken. The parent of a PK who has 
been at L’Abri mentioned to me there 
seemed to be two rules: don't ski 

when you leave. Of 
course actually more is expected. It 
is plain that the young today do not 
like rigid rules. All of us can instant
ly think of both families and institu
tions with rather rigid rules able to 
turn out admirable young people. 
But Schaeffer would say to us that if 

put something in the evangelical
titles is in the second printing; package which Scripture does not

quire, the result may be total rejec
tion of Christian values. He accepts 
youi\g people with hippie type dress 
hair who would get a frosty gaze

Francis and Edith Schaeffer are 
safely back in L'Abri after their world 
tour. What should we strive to re
member from the Schaeffer ministry? 
Some of
extra effort to really get hold of the 
more important ideas. This letter 
came from Korea: “Over a month has 
passed since the Schaeffer meetings, 
but I still find myself quoting him or 
referring to his ideas in conversations. 
I think his teaching is something that 
tends to be acquired by osmosis——at 
least for me several readings or hear
ings arc necessary to really grasp the 
materials.”

an

desire
for identification. Schaeffer reminds

as amust expect to put forthus

that real love is costly. It is
essential ingredient in any

com mumca- ccr-us
tainly
meaningful communication. In his 
own words: “Love is not an easy 
thing; it is not just an emotional urge, 
but an attempt to move over and sit 
in the other person’s place and 
hew his problems look to him. Love 
is a genuine concern for the individual 
...to be engaged in personal ‘witness’ 
as a duty or because our Christian 
circle exerts a social pressure on us, 
is to miss the whole point. The 
son we do it is that this one 
us is the image-bearer of God, and he 

individual who is unique in the 
world. This kind of communication 
is not cheap.” (God Who is There, 
p.120) In genuine love Schaeffer 
has sought to understand the 
without Christ. In this effort he 
quired
calls “the most crucial problem, as I 
understand it, facing Christianity to
day.(Ibid, p.13)

an

to
see

me. rea- 
beforcmissionary community but they 

worth constant recall. Get rid of all
are

can is an

re-read in the light of what others are 
saying about the present scene.

manTHE IMPORTANCE OF 
SCHAEFFER ac-

understanding of what hean
Why take time to read an author 

who needs re-study and further reflec- alone, and tell 
tion? The publisher’s award given 
his writings is a recognition that he 
has something important to say.

missionary community has 
cognized the significance of Schaef
fer. We have been buying his books 
about nine to one compared with oth- 

religious authors. One of his Japa-

us

Our THE RADICAL SHIFT IN 
THOUGHTreown

If wc miss what may be the main 
insight from Schaeffer wc will be with
out a very important clue to under
standing the modern men to whom 

preach. Let’s review this concept 
which is termed “the most crucial 
problem.”

fhere has been

weer
rc- wenese

sales of the three Japanese titles avail
able amount to almost five thousand

radical change 
since about 1935. Unless wc under

copies.
Schaeffer has caught the attention

or a



come somewhat meaningless and tau
tology has been adopted in an effort 
to stress the historical objective char
acter of truth.

stand what this change is and how to 
cope with it we are like a missionary 
trying to do evangelism in a foreign 
land without either an understanding 
of the language or the cultural bar
riers to the acceptance of the Gospel. 
In Schaeffer’s own words:

“Some wり0 consider themselves 
real Christians have been infiltrated 
by the twentieth-century thought 
forms. In reference to conversion 
in a Christian sense, truth must be 
first. The phrase 'accepting Christ 
as Savior, can mean anything (ital
ics mine prf). We are not saying 
what we are trying to say, unless 

make completely clear that 
talking about objective truth, 

when we say Christianity is true 
and therefore that 'accepting Christ 

Savior’ is not just some form of 
•upper storey leap.'
143)

By now most readers of the Japan 
Harvest are more or less familiar with 
the main ideas to be found in Schaef
fer. But effective communication is 

important it is well for us to be 
understand what he means by 

“twentieth century thought forms” 
and “truth must be first,” etc. Before 
reviewing what Schaeffer means by 
these terms let

the god of this age has blinded the 
minds of the unbelieving to such 
extent that 
our vocabulary. It is as if a mission
ary linguist lost all his facility with the 
foreign tongue through brain damage.

look at another illustration of 
the problem and then consider what we 
must do to cope with it:

“(Before 1935) one could tell a 
non-Christian to lbe a good girl/ 
and, while she might not have fol
lowed your advice, at least she 
would have understood what you 

talking about. To say the 
same thing to a truly modern girl 
today would be to make a Non
sense* statement. The blank look 
you might receive would not mean 
that your standards had been 
jected but that your message 
meaningless.” (Ibid, p.14) 

Schaeffer is not always easy to under
stand but his main ideas get enough 
stress and illustration so that 
catch them. He 
ly foolish thing is that even now, after 
the shirt is over, many Christians still 
do not know what is happening. And 
this is because they 
taught the importance of thinking in 
terms of presuppositions, especially 
concerning truth.” (Ibid, p.15)

COMPARE BUDDHISM 
It is not the purpose of this paper 

to summarize Schaeffer but rather to 
encourage consideration and review 
of some data which can make us bet
ter communicators. If Schaeffer is 
right, our very words have been de
nuded of content by a radical change 
in presuppositions. Right at this point 
residence in Japan should be a help. 
Reischauer once wrote, “Buddhism 
can teach everything and its opposite.” 
There are no absolutes; truth is rela
tive. In one sense we might say that 
America and Europe 
more Buddhistic. In Japan Schaeffer 
was asked in a question period what 
he meant by “true truth.” Schaeffer 
plained the very word “truth” has be

an
have been robbed ofwe

NON-CHRISTIANS RECOGNIZE 
RADICAL SHIFT 

To enforce Schaeffer, let us note 
the description by a Jewish scholar on 
what has happened to 
berg offers insight on the problems of 
our age as he affirms:

t4The moral crisis of our time 
not, it seems to me, be identified 
merely with the widespread viola
tion of accepted moral standards, 
for which our time is held to be 
notorious. There has never been 
any lack of that at any time; and 
comparisons often prove quite mis
leading. No—the moral crisis of 
our time goes deeper, and is much 
more difficult to define and ac
count for. Briefly, I should say 
that the moral crisis of our time 
consists primarily not in the wide
spread violation of accepted moral 
standards—but in the repudiation 
of those very moral standards 
themselves. Today there seems to 
be no moral code to break down.”

Let us

Will Her-us.

can-

were
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wewe
are

re-
wasas

(Ibid, p.

we can 
“The real-warns us:

so
sure we

still not beingare

(Intercollegiate Studies Institute, 
Inc. Jan.-Mar. 1968)

look at anotherus Herberg is talking about moral de
cline but this cause in moral decline, 
this rejection of absolutes, is also re
lated to the problem of proclaiming 
Christ with meaningful words. Schaef
fer would say, “Absolutes imply anti
thesis.'

statement of the difficulty faced by a 
Gospel communicator in the 
tieth century:

“In the thinking of the twentieth- 
the concept of judg-

twen-

century
mem of hell is nonsense and there-

man
far as good and evil 

ultimately the same or are with
out measurement, salvation from sin 
becomes an empty expression.

In so
fore to begin to talk here is to 
mumble in a language which has no 
contact with him. Hell or any such 
concept is unthinkable to the mod
ern man because he has been brain
washed into accepting the mono
lithic belief of naturalism which 
surrounds him.” (Ibid, p.14)
"We of the west are not brain
washed by our State but 
brain-washed by our culture.” 
(Ibid, p.129)

Schaeffer is saying something shock
ing that we really don’t want to hear:

are

SCHAEFFER SHEDS しIGHT ON 
JAPAN

I think Schaeffer gives us
some insight on the dearth of spiritual 
fruit in Japan 
happens when we abandon the stand
ards to distinguish right from wrong, 
truth from falsehood. In his words:

even

he shows us whatas
becomingarewe are

ex- got up to preach the 
Gospel and said, ‘Believe this, it is

If a man



true/ those who heard would have 
said, 'Well, if that is so then its op
posite is false.’ The presupposition 
of antithesis pervaded men’s entire 
mental outlook. We must not for
get that historic Christianity stands 

basis of antithesis. Without it 
historic Christianity is meaningless.” 
(The Gocl Who is There, p.15)

The modern man in the western world 
is like the Buddhist who lives without 
antithesis. A given statement can be 
true, or its opposite. A gospel wit
ness in the western world will increas
ingly
Christian confronts in Japan.

Through a rejection of standards 
either in a statement of truth or in a 
proclamation on morals, modern man 
makes new demands upon us if we are 
going to reach him. How do we cope 
with this communication barrier of 
the Gospel?

on a

Overflow crowd tuning in through closed-circuit TV
“Why shouldn't I scald you to death?”
A Hindu is made in the image of Gcd 
and innately feels a desire to live. He 
has a hunger for personal individual 
worth. But his own philosophy, his 

presuppositions cannot offer 
for saving life.

Schaeffer has shown some men that 
following through on their non-Chris
tian presuppositions means that no 
reason can be given for not commit
ting suicide. A
to commit suicide as a part of his 
"mannishness” （Schaeffer’s term for 
the image of Gocl which remains even 
in the fallen unregenerate man). Since 
man knows that he does not desire to 
commit suicide, if he 
that this is where his own views must 
ultimately take him, he is ready to see 
for the first time that Christian 
positions fit better with man as he 
really is.

In pre-evangelism we try to push a 
man to the ultimate outcome of his 
non-Christian presuppositions.

Modern man is in a state of tension 
because there is no true harmony be
tween man as he really is (a partaker 
of the divine image) and 
as a product of chance in 
less meaningless
thought the illustration offered by the 
musician John Cage was significant.
Cage listened to lectures on Zen-Bud- 
dhism at Columbia by Dr. D. T. Suzu
ki. Since this is a chance universe 
without meaning, Cage decided that 
music should express this. He began 
to write music by tossing coins. We 
are not surprised at the reaction:

“There is a story that once, after 
the musicians had played Cage’s to
tal chance music, as he was bowing 
to acknowledge the applause, there 
was a noise behind him. He thought 
it sounded like steam escaping from 
somewhere, but then to his dismay 
realized it was the musicians be
hind him who were hissing. Often 
his works have been booed. How
ever, when the audience boo at him 
they are, if they arc modern

meet the relativism which the
21in reality, booing the logical 

elusion of their own position 
strikes their 
himself, however, even though he 
continues to compose such chance 
music, is another example of a 
who cannot live with his own con
clusions. He says that the truth 
about the universe is a totally 
chance situation. You must live 
with it and listen to it; cry if you 
must, swear if you must, but listen 
and go on listening.” (God who is 
There, p. 73)

The harmony of Beethoven’s fifth fits 
with the mannishness of man. The 
cacaphony of Cage is what you get 
as man moves along consistently along 
the track of his own presuppositions.

IF YOU DON’T SUCCEED 
Pre-evangelism isn’t always going to 

work. Prayer, real compassion 
assumed just as in any other evangel
ism. This is the way it could have 
worked: Cage might have started to 
ponder on why men didn’t like music 
which was composed with 
tern of chance. This in turn could 
lead to a realization that perhaps after 
all this is not a chance universe and 

opcncss to hear about the One who 
gives harmony and purpose to all 
things. A profile of Cage is also in
teresting as an illustration of one route 
by which Buddhistic influence enters 
the Western world.

con
itas

in music. Cagecars

own 
reason

a man

PRE-EVANGELISM 
word, Schaeffer would say 

that the changed situation requires 
that often we will need to pre-evangel- 
ise. Some Christians will find they 
cannot read Schaeffer but once and 
engage effectively in pre-evangelism. 
But as we see the need we must keep 
striving for improvement in this 
What is pre-evangelism? It is show
ing a man that without consistency he 
is traveling on a track which must 
lead to
solation. It is showing that there is 
better “track”（a better set of presup
positions) with a satisfying end.

Every man has presuppositions. 
Every
truth, and reality 
beliefs have not been consciously arti
culated. In pre-evangelism we help

his cwn presuppositions and 
try to show him why be needs 
better ones. Let’s look at an illustra
tion: Schaeffer was witnessing to a 
Hindu with a basic presupposition that 
good and evil 
Holding a tea-kettle of boiling water 

the man’s head. Schaeffer said.

In one

does not wantman

area. be showncan

sup-destination of absolute de-a
a are

has some view of life.man
though theseeven some sys-

a
man seen 

God-man sec asome anI alwaysuniverse.

ultimately equal.arc

over
CONCLUSION

If the radical shift which calls for 
pre-evangelism still sounds complicat
ed, cheer up! The Jesus People and 
millions before them stand to remind 

that when you 
changed life in Christ, others will want 
what you have. Just tell them how it 
happened to you! (END)

show a reallycanus

Mrs. Edith Schaeffer men,
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THE “INDIANA PLAN” FOR

CHRISTIAN ADULT EDUCATION WITHIN THE CHURCH
Dr. Morris Jacobsen, regular con
tributor to the Harvest, in 
other of his “good, meaty” arti
cles has submitted the results of 
an in-depth study of thirty-five 
churches and thousands of per
sonal interviews on the people’s 
behaviour patterns related to 
church growth.

an-
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“change the behavior，’ of would-be 
adherents so that they could be 
ccpted into full church membership.

The results and findings of this mas
sive study extending 
five years 
in-depth study of thirty-five churches 
as well

learning about a given topic. To him 
it must be a need——something he is 
personally concerned about.
2. Timidity and fear.

Timidity and fear 
many

ac-

by Morris Jacobsen
period of 

and involving
over a the part of 

communicants of the church
on

or more an
second negative factor found 

inhibit adult religious education. 
Specifically this 
fear in exploring problems in the area 
of' religious education and in dealing 
with them.

was a
the interviewing of thou

sands of individuals is crystallized in 
a book entitled “Design for Adult 
Education in the Church’，authored by 
Bergevin and McKinley, tight weak
nesses in the educational program of 
the church are set forth in the book

as toThere exists within the state of In
diana a large pharmaceutical corpora
tion founded by the late Eli Lilly. 
Since this corporation makes annual 
profits running into several millions of 
dollars, it has established a foundation 
for the purpose of making donations 
to several social, welfare, philanthrop
ic, and religious causes.

Mr. Eli Lilly, the founder, himself 
a Christian man, found himself be
sieged with financial requests from 
various churches. Some wished dona
tions with which to build 
sanctuary, others to buy interior fur
nishings, carpets, or organs, 
like. Mr. Lilly determined that, in
stead of making these piecemeal do
nations to specific churches, he would 
seek to do something of potential 
value to all Christian churches, 
pccially in the state of Indiana.

Accordingly, Mr. Lilly made a siz
able grant of funds to the Bureau of 
Studies in Adult Education, Indiana 
University. He asked that these funds 
should finance research by university 
educators into the educational prob
lems of a cross-cut of churches within 
the state of Indiana. Since the de
finition of education was understood 

be “the ability to effect behavioral 
change,” the task given the research
ers was to find out why Lutherans 
weren't making more Lutherans, Bap
tists more Baptists, and so forth. Al
though the term “church growth 
not in vogue then as today, the assign
ment given the researchers 
tually that of determining factors that 
impeded church growth, that is, the 
ability of any given local church

timidity andwas a

Adults fear revealing their ignorance 
to each other or to the clergyman. 
They have come to think of them
selves as past the age of learning but 
still know they do not have the 
swers. But they must act as though 
they do have the answers because it is 
expected of them. They become fear
ful of anything that may unmask this 
hypocrisy.

Thus constricted by fear they 
not reveal their learning needs, can
not help each other as responsible 
members of a learning team, cannot 
openly identify obstacles to under
standing, and cannot honestly evaluate 
church programs and activities.

The obvious solution to this dif
ficulty is the creation of an atmos
phere of acceptance and understand
ing where questions, doubts, and mis
information can be aired openly with
out fear of personal ostracism. In or
der to do this 
ceptancc must be sustained long 
enough to allow the foggy areas of 
ignorance, doubt, and suspicion to be 
cleared away. Attitudes toward oth
ers must be held in relief from an 
evaluating of opinions or ideas they 
express. Expressions also should ever 
be made in a tentative, seeking 
3. Training for leadership only.

The researchers found what seemed 
to them an excessive emphasis upon 
leadership training. Certainly it is true 
that leaders are necessary in the local

Continued

and are discussed below in abbrevi
ated form. For a fuller treatment 
the reader is urged to procure the 
book itself from the Bureau of Stu
dies in Adult Education, Indiana Uni
versity, Bloomington, Indiana 47401. 
1.Inadequate understanding of the 

adult as learner.
As the researchers studied the edu

cational programs of the churches, 
they

an-

churcha

and the can

to the conclusion thatcame
in-such programs were based upon 

adequate understanding of the adult 
learner. Many adult church pro- 

extensions of child level

an

ascs-
grams
Sunday school programs. They used 
the same educational structures found

were

effective with young people and 
ed to require the same dependency 
the teacher that is fitting for a child 
who tends to accept uncritically what 
he is told because of ms own lack of 
knowledge and experience.

An older person, however, becomes 
more independent of teachers and 
sists reorganizing his attitudes and be
haviors which have grown out of his 
response to many years of experience. 
He expects to be treated differently 
than a child. He needs to become ac
tively involved as a person in the 
learning process as a preliminary step 
to inner reorganization, or behavioral 
change. He must himself discover 
and recognize a personal reason for

seem-
on

air of mutualan ac-

rc-to

sense.was

vir-was

to



evaluated.
There were several reasons for not

must have opportunities to discover 
their own actual needs over a period 
of time. They must begin with what 
they think their needs are because 
they can most readily understand and 
accept these. They must also be made 
to feel some responsibility and given 
opportunity for planning and conduct
ing programs that help fill those 
needs. Subject matter must be made 
to fit them rather than the other way 
around.
5. Goals seldom understood in con

crete terms by learners and sel
dom used by planners.

The study of churches uncovered 
the fact that goals of religious educa
tion were seldom understood in 
Crete terms by learners and seldom 
used by planners. If they did exist 
they were buried in a book of by-laws 
and were too general to be of use to 
learners or planners. Where goals of 
various study groups might be specific 
they were not sufficiently related to a 
major educational goal of the church. 
Many activities and educational ef
forts were ends in themselves rather 
than
many enterprises 
shallow and aimless.

Goal setting, where it is shared by 
all and is made in a clear, specific 
and responsible manner, not only 
gives direction to unified activity, it 
provides a yardstick by which 
ingful evaluation 
Meaningful evaluation, in turn, be
comes a means of tapping the 
periences and insights of all who 
related to a particular project 
terprise. Where goal setting is 
shared activity of all members from 
the start, each feels responsible to dig 
down in making the project a success, 
or, barring that, to find out the 
sons for failure. If the goals were un
realistic to start with, the fact that 
they were shared by all members of 
the group makes them easier to criti
cize and in so doing to lead to pro
ductive self-examination and evalua
tion. If the goal is set by the leader 
only, to criticize it is tantamount to 
criticizing the leader, and most groups 
would rather by-pass the potential 
benefits of evaluation than do that.
6. Token evaluation, made by plan

ners only.
The researchers found little 

nit ion of the necessity for evaluating 
religious educational programs, 
was generally assumed that (1)peo
ple knew why they attended educa
tional meetings, (2) they incorporated 
the new learning into their lives, and 
(3) programs could not be improved 
upon very much even if they

church structure, whether pastoral 
lay leadership. The constant appeal 

young people to become leaders, 
however, has a less desirable side of 
the coin. This is felt, if not expressed, 
in the quiet air of resignation after 
the activity group (whatever that may 
be) elections are over and “John” has 

the presidency. “More power to 
him. let him do it,” may be the unex
pressed feelings of very capable 
bers of the group whose potential can 
ill afford to be lost. Leadership tends 
to be glamorized to the virtual neglect 
of the sounder aspects of ‘‘follovver- 
ship” and discipleship where members 
lock arm in arm in productive group 
activity.

Teachers of adult classes are forced 
to assume full responsibility for the 
teaching-learning process. The class 
members sit and listen passively. They 
are conditioned to look to the leader 
for direction. The leader gives his 
people what he thinks they need with
out involving them in the great pro
cess of cooperative discovery, 
leader, presumably, has been trained 
for his position; the class members 
have not. Only in athletic activities 
has the class seen the necessity for 
teamwork. It has never occurred to 
them that teamwork might also be 
necessary in adult religious education. 
4. Prescribed needs and extremely 

centralized planning.
Prescribed needs and centralized 

planning were two related characteris
tics of most adult religious education 
uncovered by the study. A publishing 
house, usually associated with the de
nominational headquarters, sets forth 
the lesson plan for every Sunday of 
the year. The sermon itself, unless 
the pastor is very careful to keep in 
touch with the needs of his people, 
can be a further illustration of needs 
centrally prescribed. The pastor is 
sure his people “need” to be enlight
ened in a certain area; members doz
ing through the Sunday morning ser
mon are not quite so sure.

The researchers concluded: (1) 
clergymen try to reach too many peo
ple too rapidly with too much; (2) 

person, or a very small group, 
plans educational programs without 
knowing the needs which the learners 
recognize as needs; (3) facts are pre
sented to learners before they 
ready to try to understand these facts; 
and (4) too few opportunities 
provided for helping people relate in
formation to their experience.

For meaningful participation and 
success in personal learning ventures 
adults must feel that the program is 
not only for them, but of them. They

or

evaluating programs. Purposes of 
church programs had not been re
duced to specific goals that 
derstandable by the participants. Nor 
have administrators or program chair
men in many

to

were un

thought of 
giving participants the responsibility of 
evaluating. In some cases they have 
not considered them capable of it. 
Where the program had been planned 
by only one or two persons, this would 
prove too embarrassing and would 
look as if participants 
ing the wisdom of the experts.

Another obstacle to open, organiz
ed evaluation was the idea that every
thing relating to a church was highly 
personal and hush-hush. It should not 
be talked about in any way that might 
be construed as critical. However,

cases even
won

mem-

question-were
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con-

when adults learn together as persons, 
as one of many members of one body, 
with shared goals, they must evaluate, 
to the extent they are able, whether 
they
and how better to approach it.
7. Preoccupation with subject matter.

Much of adult religious education 
was found to be heavily subject mat
ter oriented. Perhaps the very nature 
of Biblical revelation tends to em
phasize the aspect of the
message. The changeless Word of God 
is precious in and or itself, and adults 
do well to memorize its content. While 
this is true, we must not lose sight of 
the fact that the Bible and its message 
is also a means of achieving spiritual 
growth. It is both an end and also a 
means.

If “the facts” become the begin
ning and the end of religious educa
tion, certain problems arise. Teachers 
attempt to cover a certain amount of 
material within 
become annoyed with diversions from 
the lesson material, no matter how 
important this may seem to the in
dividual. Facts are force-fed in 
attempt to fit the individual to the 
curriculum. Meetings bog down in de
finitions and theological intricacies. 
Learners
tions to life’s problems that often 
main unrelated to their lives.

There must be a balance between 
content (what is communicated and 
learned) and process (how persons 
communicate and learn) if the learn
ing experience is to be most fruitful. 
While there exists an orchestra of

moving toward the main goalareThe

Lacking clear goals 
were found to be

means.

mean- 
can later be made.

ex-
are 

or en-
a

rea-
given time. Theya

an

given standardized solu-are
re-one

recog-are

Itarc

group procedures by which adults 
known to learn effectively, the church 
has been too long satisfied with only 
the solo instrument. Nor has it given 
sufficient attention to the educative

are

were



A small group, drawn 
church, can

quired to provide the kinds of pro
grams that are dictated by different 
needs. Effective procedures involve 
the learners actively in the learning 
process. The problems and the po
tentialities of adult religious educa
tion make it imperative that the best 
known techniques be used.
Conclusion.

These then were the educational 
weaknesses the researchers found 
within the churches of the state of In
diana. Once again we repeat them. 

Inadequate understanding of the 
adult as learner.
Timidity and fear.
Training for leadership only. 
Prescribed needs and extremely 
centralized planning.
Goals seldom understood in 
Crete terms by learners and sel
dom used by planners.
Token evaluation, made by plan
ners only.
Preoccupation with subject matter. 
Inadequate educational procedures. 

Not only did the researchers dis
cover these weaknesses, they set about 
to remedy them. Their method was 
to select a group of those in leader
ship in a given church, place them in 
a learning situation where teamwork 
was required, and sensitize them to 
these potential weaknesses within their

value of people’s active participation, 
feelings, and inter-relationships.
8. Inadequate educational procedures.

The sermon, lecture, book review, 
and adult Sunday school class 
found, with wearying monotony, to be 
the dull pattern of adult education 
media in the church. But these end
less presentations were often found in
sufficient to allow people to come to 
grips with what was presented. Al
though many combinations exist of 
educational procedures allowing adults 
actively to explore, digest, and assimi
late what was presented, program ad
ministrators
appropriate procedures to the 
educational tasks at hand or they were 
openly scornful of using them. They 
feared procedures involving the learn
ers actively in the learning process be
cause they were threatening to the 
teachers or leaders who were accus
tomed to proclaiming the truth.

Important as the 
traditional Sunday school lecture are, 
they seldom combine into 
rounded effective program. Our 
choice of educational procedures 
should be determined 
goals, (b) 
ture of the topic, and (d) the experi
ences and needs of the participants. 
Different kinds of procedures

own group, 
representatively from 
mirror the weaknesses of that church

a

a small sample ofin the same way 
blood can be used to diagnose the 
physical condition of a much large 
body.

The remedial progress that they 
conduct is called 
ticipation Training. The structure of 
the program is such that it reveals and 
shows ways of countering each of the 
eight weaknesses mentioned above. 
For most, an Institute in Participation 
Training is a very enjoyable and 
lightening experience. It becomes a 
model for teamwork which, if truly 
put into practice in a church, could 
be revolutionary in its consequences.

The question remains of the appli
cability of the foregoing to the church 
in Japan. To say the situation in Ja
pan is different and therefore these 
insights
mature and irresponsible. A 
mature view would be to ask to what

as
were

Institute in Par-

en-
25either unable to fit 2.were

3.various
4.

5. con-

6.
not needed would be im-arc

moreand the 7.sermon
8.

extent the eight weaknesses are char
acteristic also of Christian adult edu
cation in Japan and what can be done 
to meet them. The Indiana Plan for 
Christian Adult Education within the 
Church is at least one step in this di
rection. (End)
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Beginning with this issue, the Harvest is beginning a series on “Churches in 
Japan.” The purpose is to introduce these churches to both our Japan readers 
as well as to readers in foreign countries. We believe that every church, no 
matter how small, is a result of God’s grace and therefore is a significant 
part of His living church. Won’t you share with our readers the story of your 
church?



The Yokohama Kaigan (Seaside) 
Church is located at the very entrance 
of the Yokohama South Pier 
The gothic-style building 
seen as one leaves the shipdock and 
heads for the downtown area.

area.
easily becan

of people who believed 
that Christ is Lord was raised up here 
a hundred years ago. At that time, 
the village of Yokohama had only a 
few hundred houses and

A group

scarcely
more than a fishing village. The Kai
gan church building 
through the .great help of missionaries 
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Ballagh, so 
we express our thanks to God and the 
American church.

was

constructedwas
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working at a 
grocery store after graduation from 
high school, but on the occasion of the 
death of his employer’s three year old 
daughter, he began to seriously think 
about the salvation of a man’s soul. 
Later, he entered Rutgers University. 
In 1860, he graduated from Rutgers 
Seminary and in 1861，he married 
Margaret S. Kineer of Brosbury, Vir
ginia. After marriage, the couple set 
sail for Japan to begin mission work, 
even though this 
by law in Japan.

They landed in Japan at Kanagawa 
Port on November 11,1861. While 
Mr. Ballagh 
sion to evangelize, he began to write 
pamphlets and started a private Eng
lish school. In January of 1872，Mr. 
Ballagh held a New Year’s Day pray
er meeting. This prayer meeting con
tinued weekly until March and many 
students fell under the power of the 
Holy Sprit. On March 10, nine stu
dents were baptized by Missionary 
Ballagh. Later on these became the 
first elders and deacons. This was the 
first Protestant church in Japan.

Since then, over one hundred years 
have passed and the centennial cele
bration was held in 1972. The church 
lists 3,283 members on its roll since 
its beginning——ample testimony to the 
many people whose lives have been 
touched by the ministry of this church. 
In recent
come somewhat of an “inner city’’ 
church with the surrounding area be
coming a business section. However, 
the church continues to carry on an 
active program for all age groups.

Mr. Ballagh’s request 
the following four emphases in the 
church:

James Ballagh was

still prohibitedwas

waiting for permis-was

100 H

ANNIVERSARY
JAPAN'S FIRST 

PROTESTANT CHURCH

by Kazuo Watanabe

transplanting denominationalism into 
Japan (although this 
later). Kdkai eventually gave way to 
“Icyokai”， using the character kyd 
meaning “teachings” and kai, 
“gathering”.

Today the Nihon Kirisuto Kokai is 
known as the Yokohama Kaigan Kyo- 
kai. During the coming year various 
observances will be held in recogni
tion of the history of the Nihon Kiri
suto Kyokai. Says an article in the 
Kirisuto Shim bun of Jan.18，“The 
spirit of inclusivcncss denoted by the 

of the name kdkai is probably 
expressed today by our use of the 
term 'ecumenical.* M

The year 1972 marks the 100th 
anniversary of the founding of the 
first Protestant Church in Japan， 
which followed by thirteen years the 
coming of the first Protestant mis
sionaries. (The latter 
in 1969 at the centennial of the 
Protestant movement.)

Nihon Kirisuto Kokai was estab
lished in Yokohama 
1872，with eleven members, nine of 
whom were young 
baptized that day. The 
written by the characters kd mean
ing “public” and kai meaning 
gathering was chosen particularly to 

suggest inclusiveness and to avoid

was to occur
years the church has bc-

cclcbratedwas

to keepwas
March 10,on

Spirit of prayer 
Faith based on the Bible 
Spirit of evangelism 
Love of Christ

Under these slogans, we will carry 
mission work in Japan.

who were 
name kdkai.

men

use
on
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1973 DIRECTORY 
The 1973 Missionary Directory, 

published by JEM A, is ready, 
directory lists all Protestant mission
aries and their respective organiza
tions. Between the covers of the 1973 
directory there are listed 943 mission
ary couples,116 single men and 498 
lady missionaries, for a total of 2,496.

“DANCHI DENDCT NEWS
A 20-minute color filmstrip that 

present the laments of persons dwell- 
in the fast-growing danchi 

housing concentrations in Japan is 
now available from AVACO, the 
NCC Audio Visuals Commission.

The creative spirit behind the film
strip is Sister Jacinta, who worked for 
several years in danchi and in the 
Ecumenical Research Committee on 
Danchi Problems in the Osaka area. 
Cooperation in completing the pre
sent filmstrip, which is available with 
both English and Japanese tapes and 
scripts, were members of the staff of 
AVACO.

The filmstrip can be purchased for 
¥3,000: the tape for approximately 
¥1,500 from AVACO. It can be pre
viewed at the AVACO studios in To
kyo——551 Totsukamachi 1-chome, 
Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo160.

“Danchi Seikatsu 
title of a 260-page paperback in Japa
nese on 'project living’ written by Fr. 
Jean Waret, M.E.P. 
the apostolate in the ‘danchi’ and 
familiar to 
this month by Tokyo Sports Shimbun 
Co” (¥500), it is the result of a series 
of interviews conducted this past sum
mer. Its purpose is to give people 
living in housing projects practical 
suggestions for a more harmonious in
tegration in the 4new-town* 
ment. (JCAN)

パ
The

oring

1973 WOMEN'S CONFERENCE 
Amagi Sanso 

1973 Kyodan Women’s Conference 
which had as its theme “Deai—En- 
counter.” Special lecturers were Mrs. 
Ayako Hino of the Baptist World Al
liance and Oriens Institute's Fr. F. 
Uyttendaele. Although under Kyo
dan sponsorship, the conference draws 
from various mission groups in Japan

28 the scene of thewas^ 1卜，‘•i

Kogi Honda in 1962 
EVANGELIST HONDA FILM 

The Christian A-V Center has com
pleted filming the life story of well- 
known Japanese evangelist, Koji Hon
da. Professionally produced, the 35 
minute dramatic color film tells the 
story of how Honda became a Chris
tian, his life as an evangelist and 
closes with a dramatic scene of his 

.parents believing Christ. A Tokyo 
premier showing was held on January 
12 at the HiBA Center.

C/iie'' is theno

authority onan

readers. Publishedour

DR. KOJIRO HAT A DIES
One of Japan’s better known Japa- 

Christian leaders, Dr. Hata died 
the evening of November 25, 

1972. He was active in a number of 
activities but was best known for his 
work as the chairman of The Doshi- 
sha University Board of Trustees.

nese
Mrs. M. Dienerton

JEMA LADIES
The year 1972 saw a let of activity 

for the JEMA Ladies of Tokyo. Un
der the active leadership of Martha 
Hoke, the Ladies Committee organiz
ed three meetings at the Tokyo Bap
tist Church for English-speaking la
dies. The featured speakers 
Mrs. R. Ortlund, Mrs. Millie Dienert 
and Mrs. Francis Schaeffer. There 

also a meeting at the Ochano- 
mizu Christian Student Center where 
Rollin Reasoner discussed the subject 
of child discipline with the over-flow 
crowd of Christian Japanese mothers.

Three luncheons at the Sanno Ho
tel had a total attendance of nearly 
1，200 women. Since the purpose of 
these luncheons is to reach women 
who do not know Christ, the speakers 
are asked to given an evangelical mes
sage, and God has used these messag
es to draw many to Himself. Last 
year’s speakers were Rev. M. Matsumi 
of Kyoto, Mrs. M. Dienert of the 
United States and Rev. T. Akira of 
Aichi Ken.

The first luncheon of 1973 will be 
held at the New Otani Hotel

environ-

PROHIBITION LAW JUBILEE 
Dr. Bufo Yamamuro, Director of 

the Japan Council on Alcohol Studies 
and Lecturer at the Daito Bunka Uni
versity reported to the Japan Harvest 
that the Prohibition Law for Minors 
up to age 20 celebrated its Jubilee 
Anniversary (50 years)
1972. Mr. Sho Nemoto, devout Chris
tian member of the House of Repre
sentatives, was the original drafter 
and promoter of the bill. After twen
ty-two years of gallant and persistent 
labors, Ihe bill finally was passed 
April 1,1922. Since then, it has help
ed to form 
nation.

The Japan Council on Alcohol 
Studies has ten supporting organiza
tions which include the Prime Min
ister's Office, Ministry of Education, 
National Police Agency as well 
other prominent social-action groups.

JCAN-Japan Christian Activity News

INTERNATIONAし SOCIAL SERV
ICE OF JAPAN, INC.

The International Social Service of 
Japan has requested the Harvest to 
announce the beginning of a program 
to aid retarded English speaking chil
dren. The program will be for chil
dren between the ages of five and 
twelve. The program is under the di
rection of Mrs. Malcom Cameron and 
can be contacted by calling Tokyo 03- 
431-4121 extension 306.

were

was

April1,on

on
CHRISTIAN ACADEMY WINS 

The Christian Academy Knights, 
1972 Far East High School cham
pions, won its sixth consecutive Christ
mas tournament hosted by the Amer
ican School in Japan. The Knights, 
coached by Gene Fitzgerald, defeat
ed the ASIJ Mustangs in the final 
game by a score of 67-45.

moral backone of thea

as

on
March 1.
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COFFEE SHOP EVANGELISM 
Workers and friends of the Zion 

(Shion) Coffee Shop Evangelism pro
ject recently held a “thanksgiving ral
ly" to mark the fifth year of this 
tivity in Tokyo. Over 
thirty people attended the “kansha 
kai” held in the basement of the To
kyo Baptist Church. Spearheaded by 
Berni Marsh, the coffee shop 
gelism program has spread through
out the country with similar activities 
being held in over twenty cities.

ac-
hundredone

evan-

GINZA CHURCH EVANGELISM 
Over five-hundred people heard the 

testimony of Mrs. Izumi Masuda 
evangelistic meeting held in the 

Tokyo Ginza Church. Sponsored by 
a group of evangelical-minded Chris
tians, the meetings also featured Rev. 
Kikaku Shimamura of the Fujimi- 
cho Church. About one hundred 
people responded to an invitation. 
(JCAN)

-

at
an

HAYAMA CONFERENCE 
The fourtecth annual Hayama 

Conference was held in Amagi Sanso 
January 4-6 with a record number 

of one hundred fourteen men attend
ing. The theme of the conference 
“The Contemporary Work of the

KYODAN TAKES NEW STEPS 
The Kyodan (United Church of 

Christ in Japan) has committed
committee- the task

to a
onpreparatory

of making arrangements for holding a 
General Assembly. Subject to the ap
proval of his church council, Rev.
Kikaku Shimamura has been appoint- Holy Spirit” drew a larger than usual

number of missionaries and chaplains 
to this popular annual conference.

A full report of the Hayama Con
ference will appear in the Spring 
issue of the Harvest along with a 
companion article 
niatic Movement in Japan.—Ed.

new

INOCHI NO DENWA
Director Miss Koizumi, in stressing 

the role of this new counselling serv
ice begun on October 1,1971，report
ed that the volunteer workers have 
answered more than 29,000 calls. 
There is still a need for volunteer 
workers and more referral contacts 

being developed.

ed as Acting Moderator. The Kyo
dan General Assembly has 
since 1969 clue to internal tensions be
tween various factions within its niem-

not met

bership.
the Chansonare

CHARISMATIC MEETINGS
The Rev. Herbert Mjorud, vitally 

involved in the worldwide charismatic 
movement, will speak at three meet
ings in Japan. He will be in Tokyo 

Feb.13 (Roppongi Franciscan 
Chapel); in Osaka 
sei Hospital) and in Yokohama 
Feb.15 (Chapel Center). Rev. Mjo
rud was a key speaker at the recent 
International Lutheran Conference on

CONGRESS ON .EVANGELISM 
The Japan Evangelical Association 

(JEA) office reports that the Japan 
Congress of Evangelism will be held 

June 3-7, 1974 in Kyoto. Under 
the sponsorship of the JEA, the 
gress is expected to attract

thousand delegates. A 
seventy mem

bers chosen from the Japan Protes
tant Conference (JPC), the Japan 
Evangelical Fellowship (JEF-Fukuin 
Renmei) and the Japan Evangelical 
Missionary Association (JEMA) has 
called its first organization meeting 
for February 26,1973 in Tokyo. An 
initial organizing budget of one million 
yen has been set.

on
Feb.14 (Kai-on

on
on

con-
approx-

the Holy Spirit in Minneapolis that imately 
drew over ten thousand people. He central committee of 
has been personally involved in the 
ongoing Indonesian revivals for the 
last five years.

one

DENEN AREA PASTORS 
Seven churches have begun 

gelistic work in the developing DcnEn 
Toshi area, southwest of Tokyo and 
west of Yokohama. Pastors and mis
sionaries working with the churches 
have formed an Area Pastors Con
ference. The Pastors have worked 

activities and are

FCM CONFERENCE
A conference of the Fellowship of 

Christian Missionaries will be held on 
March 11,1973 at the Tokyo Union 
Church. The feature of the confer
ence will be two lectures by Dr. Jur
gen Moltmann, author of Theology of 
Hope. He will speak twice 
theme “The Crucified God.
FCM ordinarily meets in the summer 
but since there was no meeting last 
summer this conference will also in
clude a business session.

evan-

The editor of Japan Harvest has 
been asked tothetogether in 

now working towards the establish
ment of a Senior Citizen's Home in the

on the Congress
publicity committee. In this 
pacity, he will bring to the readers 
of the Harvest detailed 
each issue

various serve on
The ca-

area. Missionaries John Siebert, Mary 
Johnson and Maas VanderBilt work

reports in 
regarding the plans of

the Congress.一Ed.in the area.
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WHAT TO DO 

WHEN SOMEONE DIES
(Mon—Fri from 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 
p.m.). However, if you contact the 
mortuary officer during regular hours, 
he will arrange for someone to be on 
hand to
caller will specify the time. If you 
must call at other hours, dial the 
Base Air Police and they will help you 
contact the right personnel.

c) Storage: If it is necessary 
you wish to keep the remains until 
final arrangements arc made, you will 
find that most large hospitals in the 
Tokyo-Yokohama 
cilities. The hospitals most often used 
for this purpose are:

St. Luke's hospital; Seibo Hospital: 
Bluff Hospital (Telephone numbers 
are listed below)

the remains if thereceive

This report is printed through the courtesy of the American 
Chamber of Commerce in Japan. Most of the information 
pertains to U.S. citizens living in the Tokyo area, however, 
much of the information relates to other foreign nationals 
as well.

or

kin is not in Japan, the Embassy will 
fulfill this position in addition to 
ranging for transportation, embalm
ing, shipment to the U.S., etc.
5. Disposition of Corpse

After release by the Medical Ex
aminer and issuance of the death cer
tificate, you are authorized to have 
the body moved. You must make 
decision

Certain procedures have oeen es
tablished by the Japanese authorities 
which must be followed at time of 
death. We urge you to familiarize 
yourself with these and fellow them 
carefully since any deviation 
cause you legal problems and untold 
delays. DO NOT MOVE THE 
BODY. You 
move the body at all, for any reason, 
until after examination by the Japa
nese Medical Examiner and issuance 
of his release.
1. Call a Doctor

If you can reach the private physi-
since he

will know the medical history. If not 
available, get the nearest physician to 
examine the body.
2. Call the Police

If you speak Japanese, dial110, 
otherwise dial 581-4321 and ask for 
extension 4247 (in Japanese—naisen 

yon ni yon nana). Give details: 
location of the body, telephone 
ber, address and identiry yourself and 
the deceased. The police will call the 
Medical Examiner and instruct him 
lo come to the scene. Remain with the 
body till he arrives, arranges for the 
inspection and issues the death cer
tificate. After this is issued, you make 
arrangements to move the body.

be impatient! Expect a delay! 
This procedure takes time.
3. Call Your Religious Advisor 

Call your minister, priest, rabbi or
spiritual advisor as appropriate. (See 
below should you wish

the U.S. Military Mortuary.)
4. Call (he U.S. Embassy

Dial 583-7141 and, during regular 
office hours, ask for the General 
Consular Services. After hours, Sun
days and holidays, ask for the Em
bassy Duty Officer. Tell the officer 
what has happened; give all the de
tails you
deceased and the location of the 
body. If possible, give the deceased’s 
passport number, current address, al- 

registration number, permanent 
address and name of next of kin.

The Embassy is in a position to help 
you in a number of ways as you will 
note as you read further. If next of

have the fa-areaar-
31

can

d) Burial in Japan: If you 
contemplating burial in Japan, it 
would not be necessary to use the fa
cilities at Tachikawa.

arc
not authorized toare a

to the disposition of the 
body. Is it to be cremated in Japan 
and buried here? Is the burial to be

as
Depending 

upon type of burial, local establish
ments can handle your needs. Also, 
other undertakers can handle the

in the U.S.? Each of these has a 
procedure or its

If burial is to take place in the 
U.S., the Embassy 
the body to be transported to Tachi
kawa for embalming and shipment to 
the U.S. This will include obtaining 

appropriate casket or urn (if cre
mated). The remains will then be 
picked up at the Mortuary and de
livered to the airline selected. Upon 
request, a Japanese forwarder will 
make arrangements with a mortuary 
in the U.S. designated by the family 
to receive the remains.

own.
transportation. If cremation is to be 
used, we suggest the 
kyo Shindai Jidosha for transporta
tion. (The telephone number is listed 
below)

c) Caskets: If shipment over
seas is necessary, we know of only 
one firm which 
to meet the U.S. airlift standards. 
That firm is Santoku Kogyosha.

f) Snipmcnt: For overseas smp- 
ment, any of the major air or surface 
carriers have facilities. You may check 
directly with them, through ihc U.S. 
Embassy
normal circumstances, the wife and 
family would be permitted to leave 
Japan with the 
7. Financial

Tachikawa Mortuary Services—— 
Embalming 
Metal Casket ....$125.00 

$3.33
There is also a chapel available and 

military chaplains can conduct serv
ices.

services to To-cian of the deceased, do arrange forcanso

an

prepare casketscan

no
num-

6. Arrangcnienfs by Next-of-kin 
Should the next-of-kin wish to 

make their
the undertaker. Underor

arrangements, the 
following information will be helpful:

a) Transportation: Under Japa
nese law, an ambulance may not be 
used to transport a corpse; it must 
be transported by an authorized 
dertaker. One undertaker providing 
this service and also authorized to de

own

remains.
Do

not
$9.00un-

Creniation
liver to the Tachikawa Mortuary is 
Santoku Kogyosha. Telephone in 
Japanese to Mr. Masashi Koizumi 
using the phone numbers listed be
low.

b) Embalming: There are four 
locations in the Tokyo-Yokohama 
area that can perform embalming 
services to meet U.S. standards. They 
are:

heldservices
at

Transportation——Average charge is 
about ¥2,500 up to 5 kilometers plus 
¥150 for each additional kilometer. 
In summer months an additional 
charge is made for refrigeration. Ap
proximately 10 kg. dry ice is needed 
at a charge of approx. ¥1，500.
8. DocumentsTachikawa Mortuary; Kcio Uni

versity Hospital; Seibo Hospital; 
Yokohama Medical University 
Hospital (The telephone numbers 
for all are listed below)
Tachikawa Mortuary has no after

duty hours personnel and, therefore, 
it would be advisable to have the 
mains arrive during regular hours

Identify yourself, thecan.
Certain documents issued by the 

Japanese Government agencies must 
be returned to them. For instance, 
the Alien Registration must be 
turned to the issuing Ward Office 
within 14 days after death 
The U.S. Passport should be turned 
over to the U.S. Embassy.

rc-len

occurs.
re-

Continued



life and death find 
ultimate meaning only in Jesus

Boththe subject.
their __
Christ who is Lord of both.

Reviewed by Lavern Snider

death. Following the feature address- 
symposium participants divided 

into13 special interest groups for dis
cussion. The text includes the three 

digest of the

9. Legal Aid
By all means, contact your attor

ney immediately! There are probably 
many legal and tax details which must 
be settled prior to departure from Ja
pan. It would be wise to have pro
fessional help as quickly as possible.

Much of the information above 
pertains
much can be used by other foreign 
nationals. Be sure to contact your 
own Embassy immediately for speci； 
fic information.

es,

feature addresses,
^roup discussions and 
chapter on “death education, prepara
tion for living.”

Co-chairman of the symposium, 
Donald Irish, declares that equally im
portant as sex education is death edu
cation, arguing that “sexuality, in the 
broadest sense, is

a
summarya

RUDOLF HUGO DICK DIES 
Mr. Dick went to be with the Lord 

Sat. Oct. 30,1971.at 2:50 p.m.
He was taken ill with a heart attack 

the previous Tuesday evening and 
small hospital at

onU.S. Citizens only butto

on
was admitted to
Oike, near Kobe. However, sensing 
that the end was near, he asked to

a
aspect of one’s 

total life at any age; and the realities 
of death, in parallel fashion, need to 
be considered by everyone throughout 
life.
struggle that must take place before 
this necessity is recognized and a 
place made in the educational pro
cess for instruction concerning death.

Though Mr. Average American 
tends to relegate the topic of death 
to professionals: clergy, doctors and 
undertakers, nevertheless the text fur-

an
32

be returned to his own home on 
Thursday. Typical perhaps of his 
courageous spirit, he wanted to go 
shopping with his wife the following 
day in order to help her carry 
purchases! He 
to the end. As a little group of be
lievers gathered around his bed, he 
frequently repeated that the Lord’s 
return was very near and joined them 
in praising the Lord. Then he quiet
ly slipped away 
the Lord.

He is survived by his wife Teruko 
and their two daughters Ionna (aged 
11)and Ruth (aged 10). There 
also two children by his first wife (de
ceased), the son is living in Australia 
and the daughter in Switzerland.

At the time of his death Mr. Dick 
was 80 years 6 months and he had 
spent some 53 years in Japan. He 
was born at Bern in Switzerland and 
first came to Japan as a businessman. 
He was converted in this country and 
became a fearless follower of the 
Lord Jesus, testifying to all of his faith 
and extensively distributing tracts and 
scriptures.

He returned to Japan in 1951 and 
took up residence at Oike near Kobe 
on Oct. 29 of that year. At that time 
Oike was a small nountain village but 
Mr. Dick lived to see it become 
of the large dormitory towns on the 
outskirts of Kobe. Christian services 
were held in his home. Mr. Dick

JAPANESE POLICE DEPARTMENT
Dial110 (Japanese Language)
Dial 583-4321 Ext. 4247 (English)
U.S. EMBASSY 
Dial 583-7141
Ask for General Consular Service 
After hours:
Ask for Embassy Duty Officer 
TRANSPORTATION 

(To Tachikawa)
Santoku Kogyosha (Mr. Koizumi)
13Irifune-cho, 2-chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 
Office: 551-3019 Home: 551-2047 

(Fpr cremation)
Tokyo Shindai Jidosha Dial 811-3461 
EMBALMING SERVICE

However, he recognizes the

her
right upwas conscious

nished evidence of the deep interest 
in the subject held by all age groups. 
For example, students in Daniel Le- 
vinton's college classes in death edu
cation, showed deep concern when 
given opportunity to express them
selves on the subject.

The necessity of death education, 
according to the authors, is that such 
education prepares for life. “We must 

of our powers, 
strengths

and then, with disability and death be
fore us, establish our priorities. What 
will be important to us? We are led 
to this task sooner and better if 
know that death too soon puts a peri
od to all of our strivings and shows 

the true worth of all our posses
sions/' (p. 25)

Regardless of profession or status 
in society, one will profit from read
ing this text. Myths concerning death 
are exploded. The problem of ^wheth
er or not to tell the dying patient” and 
ethical problems which have 
with the advent of modern technology 
such as “when to turn off the lifc-ex-

and went to be with

are

(Burial in U^.)
Tachikawa Mortuary Dial 0423-62-2961 

Ask for Tachikawa 223-8047 
Dial 0423-62-2961 
Ask for Base Air Police

After hours:
early take 
take measures of our

measures
(Burial in Japan)

Keio University Hospital (03) 353-1211 
Seibo Hospital (03) 951-1111 
Yokohama Medical U. Hospital 
Dial Yokohama (045) 231-2081 
CASKET SUPPLY 
Santoku Kogyosha (Mr. Koizumi) 
Dial Office: 551-3019 

Home: 551-2047

own

we

us
ISTORAGE

St. Luke’s Hospital Dial 541-5151 
Seibo Hospital 
Bluff Hospital

Dial 951-1111 
Dial (045) 641-6961

one

arisen
spoke a number of languages, includ
ing Russian, German, French and 
English. He felt

lected foreign business community 
also tried to help Russians living

DEATH EDUCATION:
PREPARATION FOR LIVING 
by Betty R. Green and Donal P.
Irish

(Schenkman, Cambridge. Mass.,
1971，143 pp.)

Death education, proceedings of 
symposium sponsored by Hamlin Uni
versity, St. Paul. Minnesota, is writ- Indeed, 
ten against the background of Ameri- thoughts of death have often been 
can culture which has tried desperate
ly to deny the fact of death. A clin
ical professor of psychiatry, a clinical 
psychologist and a professor of health capitalize on the current mood of in
education presented at the symposium 
feature addresses on the subject of church has

tending machine” and "who will take 
this responsibility” are faced with can
dor. This reviewer is heartened by 
the fact that the taboo on talking 
about death is dying in American 
ciety. The taboo, though it had all 
but silenced talking about death, had 

extinguished thoughts of death.
the authors indicate,

burden for thea
neg 
and 
in Japan.

The funeral service was conducted 
home by Pastor Ishiguro 

(Mino Mission, Yokkaichi) and a 
message was brought by Mr. Jukka 
Rokka of the Finnish Free Foreign 
Mission. To the singing of “When 
all get to Heaven” his earthy 
were laid in the grave at the beauti
ful Shuogahara cemetery 
autumn day.

so-
in his own

a
not

as
we

driven inward only to fester and 
tribute to physical and mental illness. 

Hopefully the Christian church will

con- remains

on a sunny

terest in the subject of death since the 
authorativc word on by Ronald Hey woodan



IN MEMORIAM in Yamaguchi; Taught at the Central Techological 
Seminary in Kobe; Taught in the Theological Department 
at Kansci Gakuin; Taught at the National Christian Rural 
Service Training Center at Hino (now Tsurukawa Rural 
Seminary); Taught at Tokyo Union Theological Seminary; 
During World War II directed the Missionary Orientation 
Center and Language School in Colombia, South America. 
DOZIER, MAUDE BURKE, Mrs. C. K.，of The South- 

Baptist Convention, was born in Statesville，North 
Carolina, on September 18,1881. She died on January 13, 
1972，in San Angelo, Texas. She first came to Japan in 
1906. She retired from active missionary service in 1951. 
Her work was largely in Kyushu at Scinan Gakuin, found
ed by her husband, and in the Women's Training School, 
which she founded in Fukuoka.
EVANS, Miss ELIZABETH M., of The United Presby
terian Church in the U.S.A., was born on November 20, 
1886，and died 
in Wisconsin Dells, Wisconsin, and died in Minneapolis, 
Minnesota. She first came to Japan in 1911, and retired 
in 1951. She
called Hokusei Gakucn, except for the war years, and one 
short assignment to Hokuriku Jo Gakko, in Kanazawa. 
HANSEN, Dr. VICTOR, of The American Baptist For
eign Missionary Society, was born on January 1, 1887, in 
Alta, Iowa, and died on January 6,1971, in Redlands, 
California. He arrived in Japan in 1950, after serving 
36 years at the University of Shanghai. He taught until 
his retirement at Kanto Gakuin University in Yokohama. 
HOFFMAN, GREGORY JOHN, of the Japan Lutheran 
Church, and a Prince of Peace volunteer, died April 1 I, 
1971,at Camp Zama. Japan. In Japan 1970-1971. Taught 
English in Asahikawa, Hokkaido.
HOSLETT, SHERMAN, of the American Lutheran

The Harvest periodically sets aside a page in memo- 
riam of those who have served with and before 
us in Japan. We want to thank Miss Alice Grube 
and Miss Nannie Hereford who reported the fol
lowing names and information.

ern

ADAMS, Mrs. ELIZABETH M., of The Oriental Mis
sionary Society, was born in Atkins, Michigan, on Septem
ber 24,1896. She died in Glendora, California, on De
cember 14,1971. She came to Japan from China with 
her husband in January, 1954. They worked in Tokyo 
until May,1959. After they returned to the U.S.A. she 
assisted her husband in his pastoral work at Agusa, Cali
fornia, until the time of her death.
BAILEY, Miss BARBARA of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church Board of Foreign Missions, died Jan. 27,1971 in 
Lowell Indiana, U.S.A. In Japan 1919-1957 except for 
the war years. She was a member of the faculty of Aoyama 
Gakuin. From 1941-45, she worked in Cuba. 
BOSCHMAN, LAVERNE, Mrs. Paul Wo., of the Men- 
nonite General Conference, was born on August 14,1928, 
at Newton Kansas. She died 
Saskatoon, Sask, Canada. She and her husband arrived 
in Japan in November, 1951. They lived in Kobayashi 
Shi, Miyazaki Ken, and were engaged in General Evangel
ism and church planting until June 21，1971,when they 
left Japan. After that they served in the Mennonite Nurs
ing Home at Rosthern, Sask., Canada.
BRAITHWAITE, GEORGE BURNHAM, of the Philadel
phia Friends’ Mission, died in Cheltenham, Gloucestershire, 
England, on Sept.16, 1970. In Japan 1923-1939. From 
1931 he took over the work of the Japan Book and Tract 
Society. From 1936 he was wholly employed by the Tract 
Society. On returning to the United Kingdom, he worked 
briefly in Northern Ireland.
BRAMSTAD, KARL E., retired missionary of the 
Episcopal Church, died at Kiyosato, Yamanashi Prefec
ture on November 18, 1971 after a long illness. Bramstad 
was well known as organist and choir master ai St. Paul's 
University in Tokyo and 
of Church Music there. He came to Japan in 1924 and 
remained until he was repatriated at the beginning of the 
war. He returned to Japan with the occupation as captain 
of the US Army intelligence. Afler his discharge from 
the Army, he returned to his duties at St. Paul’s, where he 
remained until his retirement in 1967. He then made his 
home at the Kiyosato Educational Experiment Project 
(KEEP) at Kiyosato, Yamanashi Prefecture. Bramstad 
was 73 years old. He is survived by his sister, Mrs. W. E. 
Irelands.
CHAPMAN, Rev. ERNEST N., of The United Presbyteri
an Church in the U.S.A.,
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February 20, 1972. She was bornon

teacher at Hokusei Jo Gakko. nowwas a

February 16,1972，aton

Church, died in Decorah, Iowa, May 12, 1971. In Japan 
1962-1969. Was a member of the faculty of the Inter
national Christian University in Tokyo.
KILLUM, Miss ADA, of the United Church of Canada, 
died Dec.17，1970, in Toronto, Canada. In Japan 
1902-1914; 1918-1940. For a number of years did educa
tional work―Toyo Eiwa Girls’ School, Tokyo, 1902-1905; 
Yamanashi Girls’ School, Kofu, 1908-1914. Engaged in 
evangelistic work Toyama, 1918-11919; Ueda, 1919-1924; 
Fukui, 1925-1932; Nagano, 1933-1940.
LAUTZ, WILLIAM FRANKLIN, of The Evangelical Al
liance Mission, was born in Lake City, Florida, on October 
25, 1922, and died in Tokyo on April26, 1972. He first 
came to Japan on December 18，1951，and was in active 
service at the time of his death. He worked in Toyama 
City and in Tokyo in Evangelism. He was director of the 
Japan Missionary Language Institute.
LEA, Miss ELEONORA EDITH, of The Anglican Church, 
was born in Nova Scotia, Canada, on March 30,1896. 
She died in Croydon, England, on October 28,1971. She 
first came to Japan in 1927. She worked in Kobe, mostly 
in educational activities, both in teaching and administra
tion, but she was also active in evangelism and general 
church work.
LINDSEY, Miss LYDIA, of the Reformed Church In The

on

the founder of the Schoolwas

born in Oakland, California,was
United States, died on Feb.11,1971,in Arkansas City, 
Kansas. In Japan 1907-1952. Did evangelistic work in 
the Sendai area, and 
Nliyagi Girls’ School - Dean of the English Department. 
LONANDER, Mrs. MAJ, of The Swedish Alliance 
Mission, was born in Sweden 
in Sweden on February 19, 1972. She 
1952，and worked
Okazaki in Aichi Ken, until June.1971.

November 18,1888. He passed away on May 1,1972, at
to Japan in

on
Redwood City, California. He first 
October,1917, and worked in General Evangelism in Mic 
Ken until his retirement in 1960. He did some calling and 
assisting in pastorates among first and second generation 
Japanese Americans in California during his retirement. 
CLARK, EDWARD M, of The United Presbyterian 
Church In The U.S.A., died April 2,197! in Claremont, 
Calif., U.S.A., In Japan 1920-1957. Did evangelistic work

came
a member of the faculty ofwas

May 31,1919. She diedon
to Japan in 

missionary in Toyokawa and
cams

as a
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is the father of former し1.S. Ambassador to Japan, Dr. 
Edwin O. Reischauer, and is the author of Japanese 
Buddhism for which he received an honorary D.D. degree 
from New York University.
SANDERSON, Miss ABBIE GERTRUDE, of The 
Woman’s American Baptist Foreign Mission Society, 
born on May 27,1893，in Greenville, New Hampshire, 
and died in Dover, New Hampshire,
1970. She arrived in Japan in 1954 after serving from 
1917 until 1953 in South China. Until the time of her 
retirement in 1959, she taught at Shokei Jo Gakuin in 
Sendai.
SCOTT, Miss MARY ALICE, of The United Church of 
Canada,
March 26,1938. She died in Canada in April, 1972. She 
came to Japan 
Gakuin in Kofu, Yamanashi Ken, from 1961 to 1964. 
SEIPLE, Mrs. WILLIAM, of the Reformed Church in 
the United States, died on Sept. 26,1970 in Cockeysville, 
Maryland. In Japan 1905-1941. Served on the faculty 
of North Japan College Theological Seminary in Sendai, 
and also of Union Theological Seminary in Tokyo. 
SHAFER, Mrs. LUMAN J., of the Reformed Church in 
America, died on Dec.18,1970, at Green Cove Springs, 
Florida. Was a member of the faculty of Ferris Seminary 
in Yokohama.
SYTSMA, KATHY, 16, daughter of Japan missionaries, 
Richard D. and Dorothy Sytsma, died June 4,1971 after 
a week of serious illness in Tokyo Seventh Day Adventist 
Hospital. Kathy was born in Tokyo and had spent most 
of her life as a student at the Christian Academy in Japan, 
ihe was buried in Yokohama Foreigners Cemetery. 
WEBSTER-SMITH, Miss IRENE, affectionately known 
among the Japanese as SENSEI,
1886, in Connahsquary, Flintshire, Wales, British Isles. 
She died on November 10, 1971.She first came to Japan 
on December 23.1916，staying until October 4，1971. 
Before the war, she worked at a Rescue Home and 
Orphanage. During the 
staff of Inter-Vassity Christian Fellowship in the United 
States and Canada. She became the director of Inter- 
Varsity Christian Fellowship in Japan at the close of 
the war, then the director of the Ochanomizu Student 
Christian Center in Tokyo. In 1968 she became Director 
Emeritus of the Center. In 1969，the Fifth Class of the 
Order of the Precious Crown was conferred 
His Majesty, the Emperor of Japan. Her life story has 
been written by Russell T. Hitt in a book entitled “Sensei.” 
WILKINSON, Rev. DAVID MICHAEL, of The Far East 
Broadcasting Co.,
Norwalk, Ohio. He died in Seoul, Korea, on August 30. 
1971. He first worked in Okinawa from 1959, but in 
1965 came to Tokyo. However, he was active until his 
death with the work on the future of the FEBC station in 
Okinawa, as well as in establishing a new station in Seoul, 
Korea.
WILSON, Miss ELEANOR, of The United Church of 
Christ, was born in Norwalk, Conn, in 1901. She died 
February 24,1972, in Los Angeles. She worked in Japan 
from 1925 to 1933 at Kobe College, had a term as secre
tary in the Board offices in Boston, and then worked in 
Micronesia from 1936 until her retirement.
ZAUGG, Rev. ELMER H., of The United Church of 
Christ, was born in 1882. He died on February 6,1971， 
Laguna Beach, California. He came to Japan in 1906 
and worked at Tohoku Gakuin in Sendai, as well as serving 
as secretary and treasurer of the mission. He left Japan in 
1942.

de MAAGD, Mrs. JOHN, of the Reformed Church in 
America, died on April 10, 1970, in New York City, 
New York, U.S.A. In Japan 1928-1940; 1946-1956. Mrs. 
de Maagd taught at Baiko Jogakuin, in Shimonoseki until 
her marriage. Thereafter the family lived in Yokohama. 
MacCAUSLAND, Miss ISABELLE, of The United Church 
of Christ, was born in Rock Creek, Ohio, in 1881. She 
died in February, 1972, in Claremont, California. She 
first came to Japan in 1920 and taught at Kobe College 
in Nishinomiya until 1940.
MALMVALL, Rev. FILIP, of The Swedish Alliance 
Mission, was born in Skarstad Jonkoping, Sweden.
May 1,1901. His missionary career started in China in 
1923, and in 1951 he came to Japan, where he worked in 
Hamamatsu City, Shizuoka Ken. He retired in April， 
1970. He passed away in Sweden on April13，1971. 
McKIM, Miss BESSIE MARY, a longtime resident and 
Episcopal missionary in Japan, died on November 6，1971 
at St. Luke's Hospital in Tokyo after a short illness. She 
was 89 years old. The daughter of the late Right Rev. and 
Mrs. John McKim—the former presiding bishop of ths 
Anglican-Episcopal Church here, Miss McKim was born 

January 11,1883 in Osaka. After a lifetime of mission 
work as a kindergarten and Sunday School teacher with 
the Seiko Kai (Japan Episcopal Church), she continued her 
activities following her retirement in a limited capacity 
until recently.
McLAUCHLIN, Rev. WILFRED CAMPBELL, of the 
Presbyterian Church In The United States, died on July 
29,1970，in Ashville, North Carolina, U.S.A. China 1916- 
1949. In Japan 1949-1961.Engaged in work among over
seas Chinese in Kobe, Osaka and Kyoto. Served as pastor 
of the Kobe Union Church in the early fifties. Following 
retirement served

was

November 1，on

on

born in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada onwas

J-3, and taught at Yamanashi Eiwaas a
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on

born on April I 1,pastor of Immanuel Presbyterian wasas
Church, China Grove, North Carolina.
MCWILLIAMS W. R. and Mrs., of the United Church of 
Canada, died June 30. 1970. In Japan 1916-1939. 
Engaged in evangelistic work in Kanazawa, Nagano, 
Nagoya and Shizucka. During World War II, Mr. Mc
Williams was a pastor of the Japanese Church in British 
Columbia, and 
Camps.
MONTEI, DOUGLAS M., of the Friends’ Church, spon
sored in Japan by the Oriental Missionary Society died in 
July, 1970, in Vancouver. Washington, U.S.A.. He 
member of the faculty of the Christian Academy in 
Tokyo. In Japan, 1955-1969.
NOORDHOFF, Miss JEAN, of the Reformed Church 
i" America, died in Orange nty, Iowa. In Japan 1911- 
1952. Did educational work at Sturgis Seminary in 
Nagasaki and Ferris Seminary.
NIEMEYER, Rev. JOHN, of The American Baptist 
Foreign Mission Society,
Netherlands, on January 8,1924 and died in Omaha, 
Nebraska, on February 5，1971.He arrived in Japan in 
1961 and was engaged in evangelistic work in Yokohama 
until 1966. From 1967, he 
Baptist Church of Omaha, Nebraska.
NUGENT, Rev. W. CARL, of The United Church of 
Christ, was born in 1892. He died 
in Elyria, Ohio. He first 
worked in Yamagata, Fukushima and Iwate prefectures 
until 1951.

on
an

years, she worked with thewar

missionary in Japanese Relocationwas a

was a
her byon

born on October 28,1936，inwas

born in Emmen, Thewas

pastor of the Calvarywas
on

August 8,1971， 
to Japan in 1920 and

on
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REISCHAUER, Dr. AUGUST K., 92, who spent 30 years 
prior to World War II
Meiji Gakuin and Japan Theological Seminary, died 
July 10 at a retirement home in California. Dr. Reischauer 
is remembered as the founder cf Tokyo Woman’s College 
and Japan Rowa Gakko (Japan School for the Deaf). He

at
Professor of Philosophy atas a

on



CAN IT HAPPEN 

I N JAPAN?

pen in Japan? This question can be 
answered satisfactorily and decisively 
only after a pastor and congregation、 
genuine acceptance of the New Testa
ment mandate for evangelism and the 
application of these five principles. 
The average church congregation in 
Japan numbers 50 persons, which is 
approximately the number of persons 
with whom Kennedy began his pasto
ral ministry. But 
and his church, the number need not 
remain static. One pastor whose con
gregation numbers about 75 persons 
said to
persons who visit our church would 
continue to come. ...” Coral Ridge’s 
response would be, “Visit the visitors 
to your church through lay evangel
ism; through lay evangelism they will 
become Christian believers and then 
members of your church.”

EVANGELISM EXPLOSION is 
not a weighty treatise 
It does not purpose to suggest vari
ous evangelism methods and to make 
comparisons of them. Rather, the 
text is a down-to-earth presentation 
of a deeply felt obligation to Christ 
and to men, a statement on how Coral 
Ridge is discharging that obligation— 
the evangelistic method outlined, and 
the testimony of the results of obedi
ence to Christ’s command to win the 
lost to Himself.

The text suggests some implications 
for theological seminary education. 
The seminary which purports to train 
students for the Christian ministry 
must ask itself: Can our graduates 
share their laith in personal witness- 

that believers result? If the

vited to preach at a 10 day evangel
istic mission at another church, Ken
nedy accepted, partly to escape his 
frustration. During these 10 days his 
life and ministry 
The pastor of the church where Ken
nedy had 
how to win people to Christ through 
personal evangelism; daily he gave 
Kennedy on-the-job training as to
gether they witnessed from home to 
home.

After returning to nis own congre
gation, Kennedy applied the principles 
he had learned and found that they 
produced results. Realizing soon that 
laymen too should be involved in per
sonal witnessing, he gathered several 
laymen into training classes, the first 
group for 6 classes, the second for 12 
and the third for 15. Though he had 
training classes for evangelism, none 
of the trainees

with Kennedyas
EVANGELISM EXPLOSION,

The Coral Ridge Program 
for Lay Witness 
by D. James Kennedy 

(Tyndale House Publishers, Wheaton, 
III., 1970,187 pp.)

EVANGELISM EXPLOSION pre
sents a model evangelistic method 
for producing congregational church 
growth today, model for the reasons 
that the principles underlying the 
method are New Testament derived 
and because like the church of the 
first three centuries, the church whose 
testimony constitutes a large part of 
the text has achieved phenomenal 
growth by a simple application of 
these basic principles.

Assuming that “laymen 
most strategic and also the most 
used key to the evangelizing of the 
world,” the evangelism program ad
vocated by this text “motivates, 
cruits and trains men and women to 
do the job of evangelism——and then 
keeps them doing it.” The author 
cites five fundamental principles of 
evangelism, namely:
1. The church is a body under order 

by Christ to share the gospel with 
the whole world.

2. Laymen as well 
be trained to evangelize.

3. The minister (i.e. the pastor-pro
fessional minister) needs to 
himself not as the star performer 
or virtuoso but rather as the coach 
of a well-trained and well-coordi
nated team.

revolutionized. recently. “If only thosewere me 35
to evangelize knewcome

evangelism.on

theare
un

taken into thewere
field to “do” evangelism; they 
merely sent out to “do” evangelism 
following the conclusion of the train
ing series. The result according to 
Kennedy’s testimony: “I do not know 
of one single adult that

werere

brought
to Christ by one of these laymen 
a result of these witnessing classes. 
And then this insight: what he 
unable to do following a full 
nary education, he expected laymen 
to do with a short training 
The truth he discovered was that “the

was
as

ingwas
semi-

so
answer is, no, or uncertain, then it 
may be that the seminary has failed 
to include certain basic ingredients 

the training program, 
them, on-the-job training in personal 
evangelism. And if a crucial role of 
the pastor is that of “equipping the 
saints for their ministry” each semi
nary must ask itself: What provision 
does our seminary have for equipping 
those who are to become equippers of 
saints for their ministry?

Coral Ridge has no problem of re
cruits for the Christian ministry. 300 
persons are engaged in ministry week
ly. And too, in one year,10 families 
decided to go into “full time” Chris
tian ministry. What promotes such de
cisions? If, as at Coral Ridge, families 
decide

as ministers must

course.
ofinto onesec

average person can no more learn to 
evangelize in a class room than he 
can learn to fly an airplane in the liv
ing room.” Hence, Kennedy 
eludes： The missing link of modern 
evangelistic training which 
thoroughly provided by Christ is 
the-job” training.

The result of “on-the-job” training 
in evangelism for Coral Ridge is that 
this church has become the fastest 
growing church in the Presbyterian 
Church in the United States with 
membership of over 2000 members 
and a peak Sunday morning attend
ance of 2859 in 4 services.

While this reviewer was engaged in 
a search for models of congregational 
church growth in Japan, EVANGEL
ISM EXPLOSION came into his 
hands. After reading the text, the 
question arose: Can such as this hap-

con-
4. Evangelism is “more caught than 

taught.”
5. It is more important to train a 

soul winner than to win a soul.
The text is essentially the testimony 

pastor James Kennedy and 
congregation of the Coral Ridge Pres
byterian Church, Fort Lauderdale, 
Florida, from the time of pastor Ken
nedy's appointment to the church 
through a period of nine years. Fresh
ly graduated from seminary, Kennedy 
was appointed to the church, a home 
missions project of the denomination. 
In less than

was so
on-

of both

a

full time ministry, 
present theological seminary structur- 

provide for their training or must 
new ones be created? If the theologi
cal seminary is able to graduate stu
dents able to make converts to Christ, 
will the fact that all of the churches

on a can

es
year under his leader

ship, his congregation dwindled from 
average of 45 to17 persons and 

the pastor was most discouraged. In-

a

an
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in the seminary's constituency 
presently supplied with pastors, will 
this fact be a limiting factor on semi

enrolment and hence on the

arc
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nary
number of seminary graduates?

Renewal of the church! A myriad 
of voices call for church renewal but
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Leatherlux Skivar Edition ¥ 4,785 
Genuine Leather Edition

¥ 3,500
a relatively small number of churches 

experiencing renewal in evange
listic outreach and congregational 
church growth. Coral Ridge is an ex
ception. Coral Ridge is sharing wide
ly its rediscovery of the New Testa
ment evangelistic pattern with other 
pastors and congregations, 
day in-training program is held 
nually at Coral Ridge for 100 minis
ters who come from far and wide. 
Pastor Kennedy also shares his 
discovery in training classes which 
he holds in seminaries and other 
churches. The inevitable result will 
be an increasing number of renewed 
Christians and congregations.

The extent to which Coral Ridge’s 
rediscovery is causing excitement, in 
America at least, is evidenced by the 
fact that the book has become a best

are
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A church is a park bench with a needy heart at
believer at the other end. —M. Bennett (Japan)
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MEN
TCC has a full-time faculty of 11,and 
part-time faculty of 10, all with graduate 
degrees in their teaching field. 80% 
Japanese. In addition there is a special 
lecture series each semester.

are

BOOKS
TCC's library contains 17,500 volumes, 
half Japanese and half English. It includes 
nearly every Christian book ever published
in Japanese. i m[：3^
In Biblical as well as secular education books and men cannot be substituted. Please 
tell your Christian Japanese triends praying about a Christian vocation about....

TOKYO CHRISTIAN COLLEGE
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Meet Raymond Welker of Northwest
Let me fly you
on the only short-cut polar mute 

to Chicago and Washington^ D.C.
Leave 10:30a.m. ANCHORAGE, CHICAGO, 

Daily WASHINGTON, D.C.
747s from Tokyo
Leave 5:30p.m. 
______Daily __ SEATTLE, CHICAGO, NEW YORK

HONOLULU, LOS ANGELES,
MINNEAPOLIS/ST. PAUL

Leave 7:30p.m. 
______Daily __

HONOLULU, SAN FRANCISCO, 
LOS ANGELES

Leave 9:40p.m. 
Daily

You'll like flying the polar route for the same reason Ray 
does - it's the fastest way to the U.S.A It’s easier to clear 
customs in crowd-free Anchorage, too.
And Northwest has the only direct flight to Chicago 
and Washington, D.C. You can leave Tokyo any morning 
at 10:30. After one stop in Anchorage, you'll arrive in 
Chicago at 9:04 a.m. on the same day. And you can 
continue on the same plane to Washington, D.C. 
via Cleveland.
On board you’ll enjoy Northwest's Regal Imperial service... 
gourmet meals from East and West, cocktails, wines 
and much more.
Northwest also has two daily 747s to Hawaii and California. 
Northwest 747s leave for Seattle, Chicago and New York 
at 5:30 p.m. daily. And only Northwest can fly you from 
Tokyo to 39 cities in the U.S.A.
For immediate reservations, call your travel agent or 
Northwest Orient: Tokyo 211-7211: Osaka 203-7851;
Kyoto 222-1111,Ext. 296; Nagoya 541-9482;
Fukuoka 72-4514.

Captain Raymond Welker has 15 years and over 10,000 air hours of experience with 
Northwest. In fact, he married the stewardess he met on his Minneapolis-Miami route 
13 years ago. And the children are following family tradition. Their 10-year-old son 
builds model airplanes and wants to start flight training as soon as he’s old enough. 
Their 12-year-old daughter wants to be a stewardess. The 5-year-old just likes to fly.

FLY NORTHWEST ORIENT



No man is ready for a bigger job 

until he can see a bigger picture 

than his own immediate concerns.

Our concern is to help educate and equip the whole Church in Japan with vital 

Christian literature. We serve the Church through centres in Tokyo (〇chanomizu), 

Sapporo, Okayama, Nagoya, Kyoto, Hiroshima and Kumamoto.

To do this we need personnel — bookstore managers, sales staff, counselors, clerks, 

bookmobile drivers, advertising assistants.

Is someone in your church ready for a bigger job?

Contact —

0viisUcvri J^knaUin^ {^nusacL
13-34 Honcho 4 chome, Higashi Kurume Shi, Tokyo 180-03

Tel. 0424-71-1527



Howto 讎
Starting next spring, World will introduce the 
all-new 747C, complete with stereo, movies, 
and an upstairs lounge. It’ll be ready to fly you 
to America, to Europe, to just about anywhere 
in the world. With all the savings of charter 
you’d expect from World’s fleet of 707s, 727s 
and stretch DC-8s.

worldwide airline. The airline that just about 
invented charter. The world’s largest — and 
most experienced — charter airline.

But let’s face it. You’ll probably fly World 
because you can get that big-time treatment 
for much, much less than the economy fares of 
most other airlines.

That’s the really big news.

‘World Ai
world’s largest charter airline

And think of all the other great big 
advantages that go along with a World charter 
flight.

You’ll have stewardesses who speak the 
language and know the scene, handpicked for 
each flight. You’ll have meals you wouldn’t 
expect from an airline. A maintenance record 
that，s earned American National Safety Council 
Awards ten separate years. Pilots you can 
trust to the ends of the earth.

rways
Telephone (501) 5930
Oakland International Airport, Oakland, CA 94614, USA 
Atlanta, Boston, Chimcago, Detroit, Honolulu, Houston,
Los Angeles, New York, Philadelphia, San Francisco/Oakland, 
Seattle, Toronto, Washington, D.C.
Amsterdam, Bangkok, Copenhagen, Dusseldorf, Frankfurt, 
London, Malta, Paris, Rome, Seoul.
A U.S. Certificated Supplemental Carrier

And you’ll have the confidence of knowing 
you’re traveling with America’s third largest


